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Executive Summary:
The objectives of this project were multi-folds: (1) conduct fundamental studies to develop a
new class of high temperature PEM fuel cell material capable of conducting protons at elevated
temperature (180°C), (ii) develop and fabricate a 5kWe novel catalytic flat plate steam reforming
process for extracting hydrogen from multi-fuels and integrate with high-temperature PEM fuel cell
systems, (iii) research and develop improved oxygen permeable membranes for high power density
lithium air battery with simple control systems and reduced cost, (iv) research on high energy yield
agriculture bio-crop (Miscanthus) suitable for reformate fuel/alternative fuel with minimum impact
on human food chain and develop a cost analysis and production model, and (v) develop math and
science alternative energy educator program to include bio-energy and power.
In this project, using patented nano-tube based polymer backbone modification technology, a
novel approach to the design and fabrication of high temperature proton exchange membrane
(PEM) has been developed. The presence of sulfonated octaphenyl POSS (S-POSS) in a PBI-PA
(polybenzimidazole-phosphoric acid) membrane results in a 40-50% increase in conductivity at
120-200°C relative to non-sulfonated silica or POSS control fillers at comparable weight percent
filler loadings and FBI molecular masses, and also relative to unfilled PBI-PA membranes. In
addition the presence of S-POSS and silica both result in physical reinforcement of the membrane
and increase its modulus and mechanical integrity, but only S-POSS offers the benefits of both
increased conductivity and increased modulus. Isophthalic acid and 3,3 ’-diaminobenzidine (DAB)
were polymerized in the presence of polyphosphoric acid (PPA) and S-POSS nanoadditive, and the
degree of polymerization was monitored by viscosity and torque change measurements. Molecular
mass was determined by inherent viscosity measurements of samples removed from the reaction
solution. Membranes were prepared by casting the reaction solution and allowing PPA to hydrolyze
to PA under ambient conditions. The membranes were characterized for acid content, in-plane
conductivity, tensile modulus and shear modulus, and were roll-milled to achieve the desired
thickness for membrane electrode assembly (MEA) fabrication. The most promising membrane
samples are currently being evaluated and fabricated into MEAs at Danish Powers Systems
(Lyngby, Denmark). Leaching of S-POSS is not expected to be significant, given its sparing
solubility in water, and the large molar excess of phosphoric acid that is present. Although the
materials used to prepare these hybrid membranes were purchased from specialty chemical and
polymer supply companies, manufacturing costs are also relatively low and the preparation and
casting of PEMs will be significantly less expensive and economically feasible than the
manufacture of PBf -type membranes.
A two-dimensional computational fluid dynamic (CFD) flow model for a catalytic flat plate
fuel reformer has been developed by taking into account the effect of various operating parameters
such as channel length, inlet gas velocity and catalyst layer thickness. The CFD model is solved
numerically under different parametric conditions and optimized the multi-fuel reformer system
with water gas shift (WGS) reaction in order to build a flat plate reformer prototype for real world
testing with high temperature PEM fuel cell system. The two-dimensional approach makes the
model more realistic by increasing its capability to capture the effect of design parameters such as
catalyst thickness, reaction rates, inlet temperature and velocity, and channel height, and eliminates
the uncertainties introduced by heat and mass transfer coefficients used in one-dimensional models.
In our work, we simulate the entire flat plate reformer electro-kinetics and cany out parametric
studies related to design matrices that can provide guidance for the practical implementation of
such design. The operating conditions are chosen in such a way which makes possible a good
comparison of the catalytic plate reactor and catalytic combustion analysis with the conventional
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steam reformer. The CFD results show that the production of dry hydrogen only went up by 2%
with the WGS reaction. It is due to the fact that no methane is available in the WGS zone to
produce H2. It is also observed that the amount of dry CO was reduced by more than 50% with
WGS reaction. Therefore, it is advantageous to include WGS reaction with the optimized fuel
reformer geometry especially in order to get low CO rich reformate H2. We built a catalytic flat
plate fuel reformer based on this optimized CFD simulation study and integrate the fuel reformer
system with high temperature PEM fuel cell stack. The testing results of high temperature PEM
fuel cell stack with catalytic flat plate reformer show that the operation of high temperature PEM
fuel cell stack is very stable. The results also show that if voltage drop of l~2mV compared to pure
H2 operation is acceptable then integration of catalytic fuel reformer with high temperature PEM
fuel cell stack will be feasible and profitable which may opens up a route in designing and
operation of high temperature PEM fuel cell with fuel reformer for better overall system efficiency
and performance.
Lithium-air batteries have an anode made of lithium and an “air cathode” made of a porous
material that draws oxygen from the surrounding air. Novel fluorinated hyperbranched polymers
were prepared and used to fabricate oxygen permeable air cathode materials in designing and
fabricating a Li-air rechargeable battery that could provide much higher energy density than either
lithium ion (Li-ion) or nickel based batteries. During year one, all-solid, button cell Li-air batteries
were fabricated based on a literature reported ceramic based solid electrolyte. During year two, Liair battery cell fabrication and evaluation were continued. To achieve a valid comparison, the
fabrication of the base batteries needed to be reproducible. Thus, Swagelok type Li-air cells with a
liquid organic electrolyte were selected. The Swagelok type Li-air cells showed reproducible
performance and were relatively easier to fabricate due to the fewer number of variables involved.
Thus, they served as a reproducible test platform for evaluating the oxygen permeable membranes.
The use of a liquid electrolyte also minimized issues with interfaces, reproducibility in electrolyte
fabrication, and cathode complexity. Characterization of these batteries showed that properties
similar to those reported in the literature could be obtained in our system.
For high energy-yield bio-fuel agriculture crop Miscanthus (MG) production, we developed a
spreadsheet model for predicting the costs of production of miscanthus relative to other energy
crops (eg. Switchgrass). It is a convenient and flexible method of calculating production costs
relative to alternative energy crops. The method is based on a standard, cost-accounting approach
reported in earlier studies on Miscanthus production by Kliamia et al. Using discount methodology,
the analysis accounts for the outputs generated and the inputs required (cash flow) over the lifespan
of the crop. The main result is a calculation of net present value (NPV), which is the total margin
over the crop lifetime, converted into equivalent value in today’s money. With that method, a
breakeven price is calculated as the price in current dollars needed to offset all production costs
over the lifetime of the crop discounted to current prices divided by the discounted value of
successive crop yields. Costs of production of high energy-yield bio-fuel agriculture crop
Miscanthus (MG) are split between one-time establishment costs in year one, and annual
maintenance and harvesting operations in each subsequent year. Costs of production are further
split among the primary unit operations of rhizome propagation, crop establishment, cultivation,
harvesting, baling and storage, and delivery to a bio-energy plant.
Finally, we extend math and science alternative energy educator program to include the
research results in bio-energy and power generation topics.
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Project Objectives
•
capable of low-temperature starts (<100°C) with enhanced performance.
• Research, develop and fabricate a 5kWe novel catalytic flat plate steam reforming process
for extracting hydrogen from multi-fuels and integrate with high-temperature PEM fuel cell
systems.
• Research and develop improved oxygen permeable membranes for high power density
lithium air battery with simple control systems and reduced cost.
• Research and develop of novel high energy yield agriculture bio-crop (Miscanthus) suitable
for reformate fuel/alternative fuel with minimum impact on human food chain.
• Extend math and science alternative energy educator program to include bio-energy and
power.
Technical Barriers addressed
This project addresses the following technical banders from the Fuel Cells section of the Elydrogen,
Fuel Cells and Infrastructure Technologies (HFCIT) Program Multi-Year Research, Development
and Demonstration Plan:
(A) Materials and manufacturing costs
(B) Membrane perfoimance and durability
(C) Efficient multi-fuel reforming system
(D) Achieving a balance of lithium-air battery perfoimance in tenns of capacity, cuncut, and rechargeability
(E) Alternative fuel source without impact on human food chain
(F) Awareness of alternative energy educator program
Technical Targets
This project is conducting fundamental studies to develop a new class of high temperature PEM
fuel cell material capable of conducting protons at elevated temperature (180°C), multi-fuel
reformer system, high power density lithium-air battery, and high energy yield bio-crop cost
analysis and production model. If successful, insights gained from these studies will be applied
toward the design and manufacturing of advanced membrane materials, lithium-air battery and
multi-fuel reforming system that meet the following DOE 2015 targets:
• Cost: $20/m2 for high temperature PEM membrane
• Improved membrane conductivity & durability
• Cost-effective multi-fuel reformer system
• High power density lithium-air battery with simple control systems at a reduced cost.
• High energy yield agriculture bio-crop cost analysis and production model
• Create awareness of alternative energy educator program to include bio-energy and
production
Accomplishments
• PBI-PA membrane with good mechanical integrity has been successfully fabricated and a
reproducible fabrication method has been developed where molecular mass build was a
function of the mechanical stirrer torque. Fabricated PBI-PA membranes with high
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molecular mass and good mechanical integrity. Sulfonic acid POSS nanoadditive (S-POSS)
prepared on the lOOg scale. Phosphonic acid POSS (P-POSS) nanoadditive prepared on the
2g scale.
The high temperature PBI-PA based PEM membrane is capable of meeting proton
conducting membrane materials requirement at a cost of 60% below the DOE targets for
2015.
The presence of sulfonated octaphenyl POSS (S-POSS) in a PBI-PA (polybenzimidazolephosphoric acid) membrane results in a 40-50% increase in conductivity at 120-150°C relative to
non-sulfonated silica or POSS control fillers at comparable weight percent filler loadings and PB1
molecular masses, and also relative to unfilled PBI-PA membranes.
The membranes were characterized for acid content, in-plane conductivity, tensile modulus and
shear modulus, and were roll-milled to achieve the desired thickness for membrane electrode
assembly (MEA) fabrication.
The most promising membrane samples are currently being evaluated and fabricated into MEAs at
Danish Powers Systems (Lyngby, Denmark). Leaching of S-POSS is not expected to be significant,
given its sparing solubility in water, and the large molar excess of phosphoric acid that is present.

Optimized design of a multi-fuel catalytic flat plate steam reformer with combustion and
reforming catalyst separated by solid flat plate boundary is completed based on a CFD
model simulation results.
The CFD results show that the production of dry hydrogen only went up by 2% with the
WGS reaction. It is also observed that the amount of dry CO was reduced by more than
50% with WGS reaction. Therefore, it is advantageous to include WGS reaction with the
optimized fuel reformer geometry especially in order to get low CO rich reformate TE.
Based on the optimized CFD design, a first generation fuel reformer prototype had been
fabricated and tested with high temperature PEM fuel cell stack. The testing results of high
temperature PEM fuel cell stack with catalytic flat plate reformer show that the operation of
high temperature PEM fuel cell stack is very stable.
The test results also show that if voltage drop of l~2mV compared to pure H2 operation is
acceptable then integration of catalytic fuel reformer with high temperature PEM fuel cell
stack will be feasible and profitable which may opens up a route in designing and operation
of high temperature PEM fuel cell with fuel reformer for better overall system efficiency
and performance.
Fabricated numerous button/swagelok type lithium-air battery prototypes to evaluate
performance of various components. Characterized various battery properties including
charge-discharge cycle testing, OCV, and total charge-discharge capacity.
Characterized electrolyte conductivity and electrode polarization resistance for improved
performance of lithium-air battery. Fabricated an oxygen permeable membrane for lithiumair battery cathode with an oxygen permeability of 104 to 4xl03 barrel" and a moisture
permeability of 1 to 5 barrel".
The Swagelok type Li-air cells showed reproducible performance and were relatively easier
to fabricate due to the fewer number of variables involved.
Characterization of Lithium-Air batteries showed that properties similar to those reported in
the literature could be obtained in our system.
Two primary methods have been demonstrated at scale for the production of ethanol from
cellulosic biomass crops, Miscanthus giganteus (MG) as a feedstock for ethanol: (?)
enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation; and (?'?') gasification and microbial reaction. The
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•

main output of this task was a comprehensive cost- and energy-balance for the production
of MG and its conversion to ethanol by each of these methods. A spreadsheet model has
been developed that enables the practitioner/bio-crop producer to evaluate the role of key
agronomic factors on MG production costs and net energy balance relative to those of
alternative energy crops.
Learning objectives for the alternative energy educator program (workshop) are developed.
The development of the instructional design document including instructional strategy
methodologies has been completed. The identification and/or development of learning
activities that will engage the participants in the learning process had been completed.

Action Plan/Task Schedule
Task

1

Project Milestones

Task Completion Date

Progress
Meter

Original
Planned

Revised
Planned

Actual

PPA (polyphosphoric acid) which is a vast

FY09-10.

FY10-

FY10-

improvement

A.l

ll.A.l

12. A.l

for extracting hydrogen from multi-fuels

FY09-10.

FY10-11,

and integrate with high-temperature PEM (

A.2

A.2

FY09-10.
A.3

FY10-11,
A.3

FY1012. A.3

%

Done

Apply patented process to improved high
temperature fuel cell membrane known as
upon

the

earlier

PBT-

100%

Completed

phosphoric acid membrane fabrication
process. The end result will be a high
temperature

membrane

capable

of low-

temperature starts (< 100C) and enhanced
performance.

2

Develop,

and

fabricate

a

5kWe

novel

catalytic flat plate steam reforming process

FY1012. A.2

Completed.
100%

HTPEM) fuel cell power plant to leverage
waste

heat

resulting

in

40%

footprint

reduction and 40% system efficiency.

3

Research and develop improved enhanced
oxygen permeable
power

density

membranes

lithium

air

for

high

batteries.

Improved high power density lithium-air

Completed
100%

batteries (> 400 wh/L) or energy storage
with simpler control systems and reduced
component cost.

4

Research and development of novel high
energy yield agriculture bio-crop suitable

FY09-10.

FY10-11,

FY10-

for fuel reformation with minimum impact

A.4

A.4

12, A.4

100%

Completed

100%

Completed

100%

Completed

on human food consumption.

5
6

Extend math and science alternative energy
educator program to include bio-energy and

FY09-10.

FY10-11,

FY10-

power.

A.5

A.5

12. A.5

Project Management

12/31/12
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Project Activities
1. Development of novel improved proton conducting membrane materials for high
temperature PEM fuel cell applications
1.1 Introduction
In the last few years, polybenzimidazole (PBI)-phosphoric acid (PA) fuel cell membranes1 have
°C) relative to
both perfluoro sulfonic acid (PFSA) polymer membranes (e.g., Nation" ) and to sulfonated aromatic
polymer membranes. High temperature conductivity is beneficial because it removes the need for
external humidification and enables the PEM fuel cell to tolerate reformed fuels containing carbon
monoxide or sulfur impurities. Products such as the BASF Fuel Cell Celtec-P " membrane electrode
assembly (MEA) are based upon FBI (poly-2,2’-(/n-phenylene)-5,5’-bibenzimidazole) (Figure 1),
and a phosphoric acid electrolyte. The key challenge with such MEAs in real-life automotive
applications is cold-temperature start-up.
PBI-PA membranes are commonly prepared either by imbibing phosphoric acid into a pre-prepared
dry FBI membrane or by the polyphosphoric acid (PPA) fabrication process2,3. The earliergeneration imbibed membranes had lower phosphoric acid content and lower conductivity, and
were more prone to phosphoric acid leaching, while the later generation PPA gel PBI-phosphoric
acid membranes have conductivities in the region of 0.2 S/cm at 150°C. In the PPA process, PPA is
used as the polycondensation agent, the reaction solvent, and the membrane casting solvent. When
the PPA is hydrolyzed to phosphoric acid (in ambient air, in-situ and post-casting), a sol-gel
transition occurs and a film forms.

Figure 1: Synthesis of PBI.
Sulfonated POSS (S-POSS, Figure 2)4 has been shown to improve the conductivity and physical
properties of sulfonated aromatic fuel cell membranes (principally sulfonated polyphenylsulfone,
S-PPSU)5,6, and hybrid polymer-ionic liquid fuel cell membranes.7 In this study, the performance of
Ph

/Ph

\

Z

Pb^-SiAO-^ph
I/O

I/O

Si-O—Six
Ph

>h

Figure 2: Synthesis of S-POSS.
the S-POSS nano-additive is evaluated in high temperature PBI-PA membranes fabricated in the
PPA process, and it is shown that S-POSS improves in-plane conductivity and shear modulus
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relative to a control m-PBI membrane and also to m-PBI control membranes carrying either a nonsulfonated octaphenyl POSS additive or a silica additive.
In this project, using patented nano-additive technology, Isophthalic acid and 3,3’diaminobenzidine (DAB) were polymerized in the presence of polyphosphoric acid (PPA) and SPOSS nanoadditive, and the degree of polymerization was monitored by viscosity and torque
change measurements. Molecular mass was determined by inherent viscosity measurements of
samples removed from the reaction solution. Membranes were prepared by casting the reaction
solution and allowing PPA to hydrolyze to PA under ambient conditions. The membranes were
characterized for acid content, in-plane conductivity, tensile modulus and shear modulus, and were
roll-milled to achieve the desired thickness for membrane electrode assembly (MEA) fabrication.
Leaching of S-POSS is not expected to be significant, given its sparing solubility in water, and the
large molar excess of phosphoric acid that is present. The presence of sulfonated octaphenyl POSS
(S-POSS) in a PBI-PA (polybenzimidazole-phosphoric acid) membrane results in a 40-50%
increase in conductivity at 120-150°C relative to non-sulfonated silica or POSS control fillers at
comparable weight percent filler loadings and FBI molecular masses, and also relative to unfilled
PBI-PA membranes. In addition, the presence of S-POSS and silica both result in physical
reinforcement of the membrane and increase its modulus and mechanical integrity, but only SPOSS offers the benefits of both increased conductivity and increased modulus. The most
promising membrane samples are currently being evaluated and fabricated into MEAs at Danish
Powers Systems (Lyngby, Denmark).
1.2 Preparation of POSS Nano-additive Carrying Sulfonic Groups
Three 40-g scale preparations of S-POSS were performed at 4, 2.5, and 1.5 equivalents of
chlorosulfonic acid per phenyl group, respectively. Experiments were performed using a slurry of
pre-dried octaphenyl POSS in anhydrous chloroform at 0°C with dropwise addition of
chlorosulfonic acid, followed by stirring at room temperature for 12 hours, and quenching with
water. A smaller excess of chlorosulfonic acid resulted in a less dramatic water quench, as well as
smaller quantities of hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid hydrolysis products to separate from the
desired S-POSS product. Titration suggested that the desired mono-substitution of all of the phenyl
groups had been achieved, ’h NMR implied that the desired mono-substitution had occurred
mostly in the meta position.
Table 1 summarizes the titration results for all of the batches of S-POSS produced to date. The
theoretical value for octaphenyl POSS carrying 8 sulfonic acid groups is 4.78 mmol/g. Purified
samples (i.e., methanol washed) gave values close to 4.78 mmol/g whereas unpurified samples
gave values in the region of 10 mmol/g. The data show that the early S-POSS samples, 779-3 and
779-5, were crude products containing significant amounts of sulfuric acid impurity. Mass losses
resulting from washing and purification steps were noted and compared with titration results. This
suggested that the impurity was comprised of sulfuric acid (consistent with titrations showing
additional acidity beyond that resulting from the desired sulfonic acid groups) plus another nonacidic mass-contributing component (probably water). 29Si NMR was run (22,500 scans) on SPOSS sample 808-97 and a pair of POSS peaks were seen at -88 to -89 ppm, plus other small peaks
at -55 and -71 ppm, and one broad signal at +70 ppm. This spectrum pattern confirms that the
POSS cage structure has survived the reaction conditions.
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Table 1: Titration results for S-POSS samples.
Avg. meq/g
Std. dev.
(corrected
for POSS)
—

Sample

Type

Mass
(mg)

Volume
(mL)

Meq/g

Avg.
meq/g
Std. dev.

Blank

Control

NA

0.05

NA

—

PhgPOSS

Control

66.8
115.2
51.4
50.9
55.9
66.2
101.6
53.4
55.0
48.5

0.54
0.99
2.88
2.99
2.99
3.55
10.49
5.59
3.21
2.84

0.73
0.82
5.51
5.78
5.26
5.29
10.28
10.37
5.75
5.75

0.77
0.06
5.64
0.19
5.27
0.02
10.33
0.07
5.75
0.01

4.87
0.25
4.50
0.08
9.56
0.13
4.98
0.07

54.0
50.6

5.72
5.29

10.50
10.36

10.43
0.10

9.66
0.16

55.9
56.7
50.7
65.2

4.66
4.71
4.93
6.36

8.25
8.22
9.63
9.68

8.23
0.02
9.65
0.04

7.46
0.08
8.88
0.10

—

—

4.78

—

4.78

—

—

20.39

—

20.39

175.9

35.04

19.89

—

19.89

808-93

Purified

808-97

Purified

808-105

Crude

808-105 (after
purification)
Impurity
removed from
808-105

Purified
Impurity

779-3

Crude

779-5

Crude

P0SS(PhS03H)8
Predicted
(theoretical)
H2S04
Predicted
(theoretical)
H2SO4
Control
(actual)

0
—

1.3 One-pot PBI Synthesis, Solution Casting, and Membrane Fabrication
The S-POSS purification procedures and PBI monomer stoichiometry required for optimum
membrane conductivity and physical strength were determined. Preparations of PBI control
membranes, and of PBI membranes containing either S-POSS, octaphenyl POSS or silica fillers are
summarized in Table 2. At 10 wt% loading, approximately 3 g of additive is required to fabricate
one membrane. Higher molecular masses of PBI were obtained when the molar DAB excess was
increased from 0.995 to 1.01 (membranes 1, 2, and 3), suggesting that there was a slight impurity in
the DAB, and a true one-to-one monomer ratio is approached as the DAB excess is increased. The
use of batches of unwashed S-POSS carrying residual sulfuric acid was associated with insoluble
components in the final PBI material observed during inherent viscosity (IV) measurements.
Previously opened (and not fully anhydrous) PPA was associated with slow torque increase and
slow mass build.
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Membranes prepared using one-to-one molar ratios of DAB to isophthalic acid were compared with
membranes where a 0.5% excess of DAB was used (Table 2). S-POSS batches that had been
worked up using one of two possible procedures were used. These were designated washed and
unwashed, where washed batches had undergone additional washing for removal of residual
sulfuric acid. The monomer concentration in PPA was held at the literature optimum value of 4
wt%.7,8 Reactions at 20 wt%, 10 wt% and 5 wt% loadings of S-POSS were earned out. Figure 3
shows torque values against time for a PBI/S-POSS reaction (815-20 4) where a 0.5 mol% excess
of DAB was used while keeping the other reagent amounts and the procedure the same as above.
Films prepared from higher molecular mass FBI were much tougher and more readily handled than
those prepared from lower molecular mass FBI (Table 2). Qualitatively, it was observed that
inherent viscosity values below 1.5 resulted in FBI films that fell apart more readily, while values
above 1.7 resulted in films that had good physical integrity and were easy to handle. All of the
membranes could be lifted off of their substrates in their entirety (i.e., the whole one square foot of
film) and transferred, handled, and cut as necessary without damage, with the exception of 829-20
7 which was delicate owing to the low (1.06) IV value.
Doctor blades with gaps of 21 mils (533 microns) and 5 mils (127 microns) were used to prepare
the films. The PBI/PPA solutions exhibited some elasticity while the membranes were being drawn
so that the final film thickness (200-300 micron) did not precisely match the doctor blade gap.
Some shrinkage of the films was observed as the cast films absorbed water and the polyphosphoric
acid was converted to phosphoric acid, so the final film thickness (200-300 micron) did not
precisely match the doctor blade gap. The resulting cast films were compressible.
When washed S-POSS was used, the reactions produced a hazy coating of white solids (mostly
isophthalic acid by FTIR) that covered the cooler, upper parts of the reactor vessel such that it was
impossible to see into the reactor after about 1 day. Two attempts at 10 wt% S-POSS loading
produced relatively low viscosities (membranes 6 and 7, Table 2). When unwashed S-POSS was
used, the reactions also produced a hazy liquid condensate that covered the cooler, upper parts of
the reactor vessel. This liquid produced an odor of HC1 when treated with NaCl, implying the
presence of H2SO4 or a similar strong acid. The polymerizations tended to gel in that the solutions
began to climb up the stir shaft. This was associated with insoluble matter in the product, as noted
when samples were removed and sulfuric acid solutions were prepared for IV measurements
(membranes 9 and 10). For both washed and unwashed S-POSS, the resulting cast membranes were
significantly darker than their counterparts which did not contain S-POSS. A control membrane
(13) polymerized in the presence of sulfuric acid was similarly dark.
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Table 2: FBI inherent viscosity as a function of reaction conditions. All reactions were performed at
a temperature of 205°C and at 4 wt% solids in PPA. The monomer ratio corresponds to
DAB/isophthalic acid. *Denotes solutions where a large increase in viscosity was observed and the
mixture was diluted with additional PPA.

Membrane

Reaction Maximum
time
torque
(in-oz)
(hrs)

Inherent
viscosity
(dl/g)

Type

Monomer
ratio

S-POSS
variety

m-PBI

1.01

NA

92

30

3.34

m-PBI

1.00

NA

93

20

2.02

m-PBI

0.995

NA

90

10

1.65

1.005

Unwashed

80

40

2.93

1.005

Unwashed

55

40*

Insoluble

1.00

Washed

90

10

1.49

1.005

Washed

63

20

1.06

829-32
1
829-8
2
829-112
3
815-20
4
815-24
5
829-14
6
829-20
7

m-PBI
10 wt% S-POSS
m-PBI
10 wt% S-POSS
m-PBI
10 wt% S-POSS
m-PBI
10 wt% S-POSS

829-24
8

m-PBI
10 wt% S-POSS

1.00

Unwashed

89

30*

829-42
9

m-PBI
5 wt% S-POSS

1.005

Unwashed

90

30

829-48
10

m-PBI
20 wt% S-POSS

1.005

Unwashed

51

30

1.005

NA

121

10

1.64

1.005

NA

47

30

2.81

1.005

NA

68

30

3.21

829-56
11
829-107
12
829-64
13

m-PBI
10 wt%
PhgPOSS
w-PBI
10 wt% Silica
m-PBI
6.3 wt% H2S04

2.45
(soluble
component)
2.59
(soluble
component)
3.13
(soluble
component)

A 10 wt% loading of P-POSS (phosphonic acid POSS, Figure 4)6 was also evaluated, but appeared
to inhibit the formation of high molecular mass FBI. No significant torque increase was observed
and after 4 days the reaction mixture was still runny. To allow for the possibility that the basic
DAB compound was interacting with the acidic P-POSS instead of reacting with isophthalic acid as
desired, extra DAB was added to increase the amine:acid ratio from 1.005:1 to 1.010:1, and then
again to 1.015:1, with no discernible change in the results. Films were cast but they had no integrity
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and they could not be picked up from the substrate without tearing. Hence work on P-POSS was
discontinued.

PBI Preparation JPG- 815-20

i- 15

10
2000

1000

4000

3000

5000

Time/minutes

Figure 3: Relationship between torque and time for PBI synthesis in the presence of
10 wt% S-POSS and DAB at a 0.5 mol% excess (membrane 4).
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Figure 4: Synthesis of P-POSS.
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VBr

The mass and wall thickness of the reaction vessel were monitored over the course of successive
reactions and hours of exposure to the PPA reaction mixture at 205°C, and it was shown that the
borosilicate glass vessel was gradually being etched and losing silica at a steady rate, e.g., a 90 hr
polymerization reaction will incorporate about 2.3 g of silica from the reaction vessel into the
formulation. Thickness measurements on the reactor walls also indicated a cumulative loss of ~0.77
mm of glass thickness in the lower portion of the reactor.
1.4 Acid Content of Membranes
Membrane phosphoric acid content was measured by mass change and also via titration techniques.
The membranes contain very high wt% PA contents and the leaching of acid was a concern that
warranted some investigation. Excess PA was periodically wiped from the surfaces of the
membranes standing in ambient conditions. The mass of the membranes was monitored over time
and was found to stabilize after ~ 40 days independent of thickness (150-310 micron range, Figure
5).

Film Weight Change vs. Time

U 0.8

2
£ 0.6

*■ ■ w

u

-C

™ ■

♦310 micron

'5;

■ 150 micron

c

20

40

60

80

Time/Days

Figure 5: Foss of phosphoric acid from cast membranes over time.
A film of FBI swollen with phosphoric acid (~ 200-220 microns thick) was washed with dilute
ammonium hydroxide to remove the phosphoric acid. The washed film was then vacuum dried
overnight at 100°C, and retained 6.87% of its initial weight. This was calculated to be equivalent to
~36 phosphoric acid molecules per FBI repeat unit which is consistent with the values reported in
the literature (20-40).2 On the curve in Figure 5, the data point at time zero corresponds to a
situation where 36 phosphoric acid molecules are present per repeat unit. Flence it can be inferred
that when the curve begins to plateau at ~0.5 weight fraction, ~18 phosphoric acid molecules are
present per repeat unit. This suggests that the phosphoric acid is still present at a large excess, and
that conductivity should be retained despite an amount of ‘sweating’ of phosphoric acid from the
membrane. It is also consistent with the (somewhat broad) quoted literature2 range of 20-40
phosphoric acid molecules per FBI repeat unit.
The same membrane was submitted for titration, and the acid content values obtained via the
weighing technique and the titration techniques were compared. Titration gave a value of 6.4896
mmol of phosphoric acid per gram of film. To convert this to a ratio of phosphoric acid per FBI
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repeat unit, the percent solids of the sample was determined. A sample was washed with water,
ammonium hydroxide, and water again, and then vacuum dried overnight. The calculated percent
solids were 6.044%. Based on the titration result and the percent solids result, a phosphoric acid per
FBI repeat unit ratio of 33.1 can be calculated. If one simply used the percent solids number and
assumed 85% phosphoric acid to be present then the ratio would be 41.6.
1.5 In-plane Conductivity Measurement
In-plane conductivity was measured using a four-electrode AC impedance technique at
Chemsultants International (Mentor, OH). In-plane conductivity was measured for the conditions of
water immersion at room temperature, 20 to 80% RH at 90°C, and under near anhydrous conditions
at 120°C and 150°C (Table 3). All conductivity data was based on the initial length and thickness
of the sample before exposure to the conductivity test conditions. Shrinkage of samples during high
temperature testing was observed (20% decreases in thickness); however, the use of smaller lengths
and thicknesses observed after shrinkage in the conductivity calculations would result in increased
conductivity values. Hence the values in Table 3 are not artificially high, but if anything may be
artificially low. The shrinkage of FBI and PBI-S-POSS membranes was comparable in any given
test environment, and a few drops of acid were visible on the Teflon floor of the environmental test
chamber. The Table 3 results compare with the original literature study2 as follows.
In the original study, values were measured at various temperatures in an oven, but humidity was
not controlled and RH values associated with given temperatures were not quoted, although the
authors were aiming for anhydrous conditions. Membranes were pre-dried at 200°C and cooled
under vacuum, but were exposed to air during transfer to the oven, and possibly within the oven
itself during the temperature experiments. It appears that dimensions were measured when the
membranes were dry and thus at their minimum length and thickness; hence conductivity values
may appear higher than the ones in this report.
Good conductivity was observed for S-POSS membranes free of insoluble content (associated with
washed S-POSS), and for these membranes the conductivity increased with increasing FBI mass (4
and 6) and with increasing temperature (120 to 150°C). Poor conductivity was observed for SPOSS membranes with insoluble content (5 and 8), associated with the use of unwashed S-POSS.
In-plane conductivity appeared unaffected by excess DAB.
Comparing S-POSS membranes with a control 100% FBI membrane 2, S-POSS membrane 4 had
the best performance, and the presence of S-POSS increased conductivity by 40-50% at high
temperatures (120-150°C). This membrane also outperformed control membranes carrying the
same weight percent loading of non-proton conducting octaphenyl FOSS (membrane 11) or silica
(membrane 12), showing that proton-conducting nanoadditives are required to raise conductivity,
and the increased conductivity is not merely a physical effect associated with the use of any filler.
S-POSS membranes generally had better conductivity than FBI at 20% RH (90°C), but performed
worse than FBI at higher relative humidity 40-80% RH. At room temperature in water the presence
of S-POSS appeared to decrease conductivity in all cases (4, 5, 6, and 8).
Silica (12) caused a general decrease in conductivity relative to a 100% FBI membrane 2 control,
as did octaphenyl FOSS (11), with the exception of the 90°C / 20% RH experiments. In contrast to
these decreases, the best conductivity across the range of experimental conditions was obtained
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with unwashed S-POSS and excess DAB (IV = 2.93, 815-20) 4 with a 44% increase relative to a
control at 120°C and a 51% increase relative to a control at 150°C.
Table 3: In-plane conductivity values (mS/cm) for membranes under various conditions (nonanhydrous dimensions), and comparison with literature values (measured at anhydrous
dimensions2). Percent changes in conductivity relative to controls under the same conditions are
shown in boldface, and are calculated from the mean for each pair of data points. Data points
marked with an asterisk are single value measurements.
Water
at RT

90°C,
20%
RH

90°C,
40%
RH

90°C,
60%
RH

90°C,
80%
RH

120°C,
3%
RH

150°C,
5% RH

Literature"" FBI
(low RH)

—

80

—

—

—

160

220

FBI control (829-8) 2
IV = 2.02

41

81

156

198

171

87

100

26
-37%

119*
+47%

155
-1%

264
+33%

217
+27%

125*
+44%

151*
+51%

20
-51%

16
-80%

24
-85%

53
-73%

60
-65%

17
-80%

21
-79%

34
-17%

86
+6%

124
-21%

151
-24%

129
-25%

98
+13%

128
+28%

16
-61%

85
+5%

107
-31%

147
-26%

129
-25%

53
-39%

62
-38%

33
-19%

107*
+32%

141
-10%

201
+2%

211
+23%

77
-11%

88
-12%

26
-35%

94*
+16%

122
-22%

148
-25%

148
-13%

77
-11%

90
-10%

Sample

10% S-POSS (815-20) 4
Unwashed, excess DAB
IV = 2.93
10% S-POSS (815-24) 5
Unwashed, excess DAB
No IV, insoluble
10% S-POSS (829-14) 6
Washed, no excess DAB
IV = 1.49
10% S-POSS (829-24) 8
Unwashed, no excess
DAB
IV = 2.45/ insoluble
10% Octaphenyl POSS
(829-56) 11, excess
DAB
IV = 1.64
10% Silica (829-107) 12
Excess DAB
IV = 2.81

1.6 Mechanical Testing of Membranes
The effect of additives upon the tensile and shear moduli of membranes was determined. In tensile
experiments (MTS / ASTM standard) the presence of S-POSS increased both the initial modulus
and the modulus at 100% elongation of the membrane, showing that S-POSS had some reinforcing
effect (Table 4).
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Table 4: Tensile test data for FBI control and PBI-S-POSS membranes.

Sample

Stress at
break
(psi)

Strain at
break (%)

Energy to
break
(lb.lbf)

Modulu
s (psi)

Modulus
at 100%
(psi)

Toughness
(in.lbf/in3)

FBI control
(0.4 mm
thick)

At least
48

At least
393

At least 2

118

30

132

PBI-S-POSS

At least
91

At least 59

At least 0.36

289

120

36

Complex shear moduli were measured using an ARES-G2 rheometer (Table 5, Figures 6 and 7).
At comparable FBI inherent viscosity (IV) values, the presence of S-POSS has a reinforcing effect,
and raises the shear modulus at both 1 and at 100 rad/s. The complex modulus is plotted against the
inherent viscosity of the polymers to allow correction for the effect of the inherent viscosity on the
rheology. Figure 6 shows data at a frequency of 100 rad/s and Figure 7 shows data at 1 rad/s. The 1
rad/s testing condition is a closer approximation to the conditions that a membrane would
experience in a real world fuel cell environment. The data show that washed S-POSS greatly
increases the modulus from what could be expected based on the inherent viscosity, and based on
Table 5: Complex shear modulus data for a range of membranes. Quoted G* values are the mean of
three scans.
Membrane
829-32
1
829-8
2
829-112
3
829-14
6
829-20
7
829-56
11
829-107
12
829-64
13

Type

Inherent
viscosity (dL/g)

G* (Pa)
at 1 rad/s

G* (Pa)
at 100 rad/s

m-PBI

3.34

66,300

130,400

m-PBI

2.02

39,000

66,800

1.66

17,100

32,900

1.49

60,800

80,100

1.06

72,000

117,700

1.64

22,700

40,600

2.81

96,200

156,000

3.21

51,000

100,400

m-PBI
m-PBI with
10 wt% S-POSS
m-PBI with
10 wt% S-POSS
m-PBI with
10 wt% PhgPOSS
m-PBI with
10 wt% Silica
m-PBI with
6.3 wt% H2S04

results obtained with several FBI polymers without additives. The acidity of the S-POSS is not the
cause of the increase in modulus because a polymerization in the presence of sulfuric acid produced
a membrane with a modulus in line with expectations based on the FBI polymers without additives.
The presence of sulfuric acid appears to have no major effect upon modulus (fresh and after two
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weeks). Polymerization in the presence of silica gel also produced a significant increase in
modulus. Note that the silica gel appears to have dissolved in the PBI/PPA matrix; no particles
were evident in either the PBI/PPA matrix or the polymer inherent viscosity solution in sulfuric
acid. The presence of a nanoscale octaphenyl POSS filler has little effect on the modulus. Hence it
can be concluded that S-POSS has a reinforcing effect, and gives more physically robust
membranes with higher moduli.
25-mm discs for rheology experiments could not be fashioned until after at least a day of exposure
to humidity because the polymer/acid film was still fluid before that time. In general, films were
sufficiently gelled within 2 days of casting to enable disc cutting. The rheological properties
stabilized once the membrane ceased absorbing moisture and the RH in the chamber stabilized at
43-44%. This is shown in Figure 8 for membrane 829-20 7 (10% S-POSS, IV = 1.06 dL/g).
Complex Modulus G* vs. Inherent Viscosity
180000
160000
140000

-D 120000
100000
80000

♦ PBI
■ PBI + S-POSS (W)
A PBI + H2S04 fresh
A PBI+ H2S04 14 weeks
X PBI + silica gel
•--PBI + PhSPOSS
------Linear (PBI)

60000
40000

20000

Inherent Viscosity (dL/g)

Figure 6: Complex shear modulus versus inherent viscosity at 100 rad/s.
1.7 Membrane Morphology
In order to assess the dispersion of S-POSS in the PBI film a sample was analyzed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Since the film is comprised of roughly 90% phosphoric acid and 10%
PBI polymer, the acid was removed prior to TEM analysis to avoid damage to the TEM instrument.
The cast film was first soaked in water, rinsed with water, soaked in dilute ammonium hydroxide,
rinsed with water again, and finally vacuum dried at 100°C overnight. The resultant film was
sectioned and analyzed, but proved brittle, and cracks formed during the sectioning process (Figure
9).
Another approach for evaluating the morphology of PBI-S-POSS membranes via TEM was
studied, where the membrane was reacted with barium hydroxide in order to convert the phosphoric
acid phase into barium phosphate, and then to study the size and distribution of S-POSS domains in
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Complex Modulus G* vs. Inherent Viscosity
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Figure 7: Complex shear modulus versus inherent viscosity at 1 rad/s.
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Figure 8: Effect of humidity and time of exposure upon the complex modulus
of membrane 829-20 7.
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a continuous matrix of higher atomic mass barium salts. A 1 x 1 cm square of PBI-S-POSS
membrane 4 was immersed in 0.3 M aqueous barium hydroxide for various lengths of time. A
cloudy region of insoluble barium phosphate formed around the immersed membrane over time.
The piece of FBI film maintained its shape and did not disintegrate after drying, but once again the
film cracked during the sectioning process.

Figure 9: TEM image of a membrane comprised of FBI with 10 wt% S-POSS (815-16) after
washing with water, washing with dilute ammonium hydroxide, and vacuum drying
(scale bar, 2 microns).
1.8 Fabrication of Membranes of Controlled Thickness
Membranes of various controlled thicknesses were produced using a roll mill. The commercial
BASF Celtec-P® MEA is 100 mm square with an overall thickness of 800 microns and a polymeric
membrane thickness of 70 microns. Larger BASF MEAs are 170 mm square, and the thickness of
the polymeric membrane is 90 microns. In both cases, the active area of the MEA is 72 mm square.
Film casting using doctor blades and a granite substrate at room temperature resulted in membranes
with thicknesses in the range of 200-300 micron. Doctor blade casting resulted in films with non
uniform thickness, and significant differences in the thicknesses measured at points 0.5 inch apart.
Hence an MTI Corporation MR-500 roll mill press was used to prepare thinner membranes of more
uniform thickness, but method development was required because the clearance between the rollers
did not equate to the final thickness of the membrane. Films were rolled between layers of Tefloncoated fiber glass and membranes of 100-118 microns (close to the desired 70-90 micron thickness)
were obtained when the roll mill press was operated slowly, at approximately 1 rpm. A roller
revolution speed of 1 rpm is equivalent to a linear rolling speed of 20 cm per minute.
1.9: Fabrication of Membrane Electrode Assemblies
Samples of S-POSS nanoadditive and also the following MEA components were shipped to Danish
Power Systems for evaluation.
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•
•

Two 4x4 inch square FBI control membranes (829-8C; film 1, 378 ± 39 microns; film 2, 228 ±
11 microns)
Two 4x4 inch square PBI-S-POSS membranes (815-22; corresponding to film 815-20 4; film
1, 324 ± 63 microns; film 2, 294 ± 79 microns)

•
loading 0.5 mg/cm2
Gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) from ETEK, a division of BASF, are no longer available (since
ETEK has gone out of business). These electrodes were the closest to what was present in the
MEAs from BASF. Thus alternative GDEs were obtained from Sainergy Tech, Inc. (Marietta, GA).
MEAs will be assembled from two GDEs, a FBI membrane, and Teflon spacers for subsequent
assembly in a fuel cell by Danish Power Systems (Lyngby, Denmark).
Danish Power Systems is also currently developing a method for introducing solid additives into a
membrane preparation process, and plans to incorporate S-POSS into this method.
1.10 Materials and Characterization (Experimental)
Reagents and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. (Milwaukee, WI) or Gelest, Inc.
(Tullytown, PA), 'll, 13C and 29Si NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity 400 MHz NMR
spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm four nuclei probe. All NMR spectra were run in CDCf at 400
MHz ('ll) or 79.5 MHz (29Si). End group concentrations (meq/g) were calculated from 'll NMR
spectra by using a known mass of hexamethylbenzene standard and a known mass of polymer
sample. Solvent signals were used as internal standards and chemical shifts are reported relative to
tetramethylsilane (TMS). 29Si NMR used the Si in the glass NMR tube as a reference, set at -110
ppm. IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 20DXB FTIR spectrometer and samples were prepared
for analysis by solution casting onto potassium bromide discs. Unless otherwise stated, size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) was earned out using a 50 pL injection in toluene, a flow rate of
1.0 mL/min, an Agilent 1050 Series pump and autosampler, PLGel mixed columns (7.6 mm x 300
mm), a differential refractive index (DRI) detector (128x, 40°C, positive polarity), EasiCal narrow
polystyrene standards (Mw 580-7,500,000) and Empower II software. DSC was performed using a
TA Instruments DSC Q2000 from -180 to +60°C or from -70 to +60°C as necessary for each of the
selected samples. In all cases, the samples ranged from 3 to 8 mg in weight, the heating rate was
10°C/min and when samples were run from -180°C, a Liquid Nitrogen Cooling System (ENGS)
was employed. TGA was performed from room temperature to 700°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min
in both nitrogen and in air using a TA Instruments TGA Q500.
1.11 Sulfonation of Octaphenyl POSS (Experimental)
Unwashed S-POSS, 808-105, (FC-RT reaction, 1.5 eq chlorosulfonic acid per phenyl, 2x
excess water quench. MeOH wash: A dried 1-L three-neck flask was charged with octaphenyl
POSS (pre-dried under vacuum at 76°C overnight; 41.47 g, 40.1 mmol, 321 meq phenyl), then
equipped with a stirbar, thermometer adapter (side neck), a septum (side neck), and a condenser
with a nitrogen inlet set-up (all oven-dried) to sweep nitrogen past the condenser and into a funnel
over a water bath to trap HC1. Anhydrous chloroform (170 mL) was added via syringe through the
septum, and the solidified octaphenyl POSS was broken up manually until a freely stirring slurry
was achieved. The flask was cooled with stirring in an ice bath to 1°C. The septum was replaced
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with a 125-mL graduated addition funnel, which was charged with chlorosulfonic acid (32.5 ml,
56.7 g, 487 mmol, 1.5 eq per phenyl), which was added dropwise to the slurry over 50 minutes,
keeping the temperature below 3°C. Gas evolution and increased solubility of the POSS were
evident during the addition. The clear salmon solution was allowed to warm to room temperature
and the remaining chlorosulfonic acid was removed from the funnel. No precipitation occurred
after 4 hours, so S-POSS (808-97, 10 mg) seed crystals and chloroform (150 ml) were added, and
the solution was allowed to stir at room temperature overnight. The clear salmon solution was
cooled to 0°C and 5 mL of water (0.28 mol, vs. the 0.17 mol of unreacted chlorosulfonic acid
expected) was added dropwise, producing a white precipitate and some vapor evolution. The
solution was stirred at 0°C for several hours and placed in a freezer overnight. The solution was
vacuum filtered with several paper changes, the light pink solids were crushed in cold chloroform
(150 mL) and again vacuum filtered to dryness to give 77.3 g of off-white solids, which yielded
75.6 g of pale white solids after overnight vacuum drying.
v
1179 (s), 1127 (s) Si-Ph, 1072 (s) R-S03H, Si-O-Si, 1016 (m), 888 (m), 852 (m), 810 (w) m-C6H4
C-H OOP b, 761 (w), 733 (w) C6H5 C-H OOP b, 691 (m) C6H5 C-H OOP b, 615 (m), 577 (m), 480
(m), 456 (in).
Washed S-POSS: A portion (0.6398 g) of 808-105 was crushed and washed with cold methanol
(2 x 2 mL) and vacuum filtered to 0.3837 g of solids, which yielded 0.2438 g of a fine dusty white
powder after overnight vacuum drying (808-106A). The methanol wash was concentrated and
vacuum dried overnight to yield 0.367 g of brown oil (808-106B) which appears to be mostly
sulfuric acid and water.
v
R-S03H, Si-Ph, 1107 (s), 1071 (s) R-SO3H, Si-O-Si, 949 (m), 803 (w) m-C6H4 C-H OOP b, 742
(w) C6H5 C-H OOP b, 698 (m) C6H5 C-H OOP b, 487 (m).

1.12 Sulfonic Acid Titration Conditions (Experimental)
Solids were ground with a mortar and pestle before titration. Samples were stirred with a magnetic
stirbar (slurry) in 5.0 mL of DI water and 30 mL of THF and titrated with stirring under nitrogen
using 0.10 N NaOH solution in isopropanol and 10 drops of 1% phenolphthalein solution in
isopropanol as the indicator. Endpoints were dependent on the eventual dissolution of the insoluble
solids and typically required several hours per titration.

1.13 PBI Preparation and Film Casting (Experimental)
The thennometer/Thennowatch temperature control system used previously was replaced with a
PFA coated thennocouple/J-Kem temperature controller. This change was implemented because
the polyphosphoric acid at 205°C was found to partially corrode the glass of the reaction vessel as
well as that of the thermometer. A typical polymerization is run for four days at 205°C. The initial
torque on the stilling shaft typically ranges from 0-10 in-oz, and builds to 20-40 in-oz, depending
on the viscosity build-up as well as the actual torque when the meter is zeroed. Torque increase is
seen on the third and even the fourth day, and high IV values (> 2 dL/g) are observed. All films
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were cast on a granite substrate over an area of roughly one square foot, with thicknesses varying
depending on the viscosity of the FBI film casting mixture. Films were exposed to ambient
temperature and RH for several days until the film was gelled, dimensionally stable, and moisture
pickup had decreased.
1.14 PBI-S-POSS Preparation Example (1:1 monomer ratio) (Experimental)
Into a 1-L smooth-walled resin kettle was weighed isophthalic acid (IPA) (12.70 g, 0.0764 mol),
diaminobenzidine (DAB) (16.38 g, 0.0764 mol), S-POSS (lot 779-3, 2.91 g, 10 wt%) and
polyphosphoric acid (PPA) (698.48 g, fresh/anhydrous, 4% total solids). The resin kettle was
placed in a cylindrical heating mantle and held in place with a metal supporting clamp. A polished
glass stilling rod with a four-blade Teflon®' paddle was inserted into the mixture. The top of the
resin kettle was clamped in place with a Teflon®' gasket separating the two pieces. Three clamps
were used to hold the two pieces of the resin kettle together. A stilling bearing, a PFA coated
thermocouple, a nitrogen inlet, and a nitrogen outlet were added to the resin kettle and a flow of
nitrogen was used to purge the headspace. The stilling shaft was connected to a Cole Parmer
Servodyne (3-180 rpm, 340 in-oz torque) stilling motor using a flex shaft. A J-Kem Model 210
control unit was connected to the thermocouple and heating mantle to control the reaction
temperature with a set-point of 205°C. The mixture was stirred slowly (10 rpm) and heating was
started. After 20 minutes the stilling speed was increased to 40 rpm. After an additional 25 minutes
the stilling speed was increased to 120 rpm. A light foam/suspension was present on the surface of
the reaction mixture. After the reaction mixture had reached the set-point temperature the
foam/suspension decreased and eventually disappeared after approximately 30 minutes at 205°C.
The torque value was read from the motor control unit and plotted as a function of reaction time.
1.15 Inherent Viscosity Measurements (Experimental)
When the reaction was deemed complete a small portion of the reaction mixture was precipitated
into water (1 L) with stilling in a 2-L beaker. The water was decanted from the polymer and
replaced with fresh water. Sodium bicarbonate was added to neutralize the phosphoric acid and
obtain a neutral pH. The solid polymer strands were cut into small pieces using a scissors to
facilitate washing. The polymer was isolated by filtration, rinsed with water, and dried in vacuo at
100°C overnight. The dried polymer was then ground to a powder using a mortar and pestle.
To assess the molecular weight of the FBI polymer, the inherent viscosities of the various lots were
measured. To a 100 ml volumetric flask was weighed nominally 0.2 g of dried FBI powder. The
material was then dissolved in sulfuric acid using a shaker to aid in dissolution. Once the polymer
dissolved, the flask was filled to the mark and mixed further. Viscosity measurements were made
with a #200 Camion Ubbelohde viscometer using a water bath maintained at 30°C. The efflux time
of sulfuric acid was measured first followed by the solution of FBI in sulfuric acid. The addition of
S-POSS to the reaction mixture significantly reduced the inherent viscosity of the resultant
polymer, but offsetting the stoichiometry to compensate for this effectively restored a higher
inherent viscosity value (e.g., 815-20, membrane 4).
1.16 In-plane conductivity (Experimental)
An AC impedance technique was used to measure in-plane proton conductivity using a CH 604
Impedance Analyzer. A voltage was applied at a frequency varying from 1 to 20,000 Hz and the
impedance response was measured. A BekkTech four-electrode conductivity measurement cell was
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immersed in distilled water and the conductivity was measured in liquid water at room temperature.
Conductivity at different temperatures and humidities was measured by placing the membrane
inside a ZPHS-32 Cincinnati Sub-Zero environmental chamber. Measurements were taken when
the membrane reached equilibrium at the set temperature and humidity. Each membrane was cut
into six strips. Experiments were earned out on pairs of identical strips, two replicate data points
were obtained, and the mean value arising from the pair of data points is quoted. Two strips were
used to measure in-plane conductivity immersed in water at room temperature. Two strips were
used to measure conductivity at 90°C ramping through four different RH values: 20, 40, 60 and
80% RH. Two strips were used to measure conductivity under essentially anhydrous conditions
ramping through two different temperatures: 120°C and 150°C. All conductivity data was obtained
based on the initial length and thickness of the sample before exposure to the conductivity test
conditions. Shrinkage of samples during high temperature testing was observed; however, the use
of smaller lengths and thicknesses observed after shrinkage in conductivity calculations results in
increased conductivity values. Hence the values in Table 3 are not artificially high, but if anything
may be artificially low. Shrinkage of FBI and PBI-S-POSS membranes was comparable in any
given test environment.
1.17 Tensile Testing (Experimental)
Tensile testing was earned out using an MTS Insight 5/10 tensile machine following the ASTM
standards, D412-06 (Standard Test Methods for Vulcanized Rubber and Thermoplastic ElastomersTension) or ASTM D624-00(2007) (Standard Test Method for Tear Strength of Conventional
Vulcanized Rubber and Thermoplastic Elastomers). A 125 N load cell, a pneumatic lower grip with
a rubber face, a mechanical upper grip with a sand paper face, a cross-head speed of 0.2 in/min and
an initial gap of 2.5 in were used. Three hand-cut rectangular 1 x 4 cm test pieces were run per
sample, and each broke at the grip. Cardboard worked better than foil or rubber for holding the
samples in the grips. Dog bone test pieces were not used owing to the possibility of phosphoric acid
damage to the metal cutting apparatus.
1.18 Rheology (Experimental)
Complex shear modulus was evaluated using an ARES-G2 rheometer using membrane samples
cast to a thickness of 1 mm and cut into 25 mm discs, and values at frequencies of 1 and 100 rad/s
were measured. Most measurements were made from retainers of previously synthesized FBI
polymers which had been stored in their nascent PPA solution in sealed glass jars. These polymer
solutions were placed in an oven at room temperature, the oven was purged with nitrogen, and the
oven was then heated to 200°C under a nitrogen purge. Temperature was maintained for 2-4 hours
depending on the mass of solution being heated. After heating was completed the solution was
manually mixed with a pre-heated glass stirring rod. Approximately 5-10 mL of the solution was
then poured onto a room-temperature granite slab and manually drawn down with a doctor blade
adjusted to 39 mils (1 mm) at a rate of 0.5-1 cm/s, producing an area of < 100 cm2.
The polymer/acid membrane was then enclosed on the granite slab under a desiccator lid in the
presence of open dishes containing saturated K2CO3 solution with sufficient surface area to produce
a constant humidity chamber at 43% RH at room temperature, as per ASTM E 104-2 (2007). The
chamber was sealed by the weight pressure of the desiccator lid onto an elastomer ring. The actual
relative humidity in the chamber was lower, typically <25% as measured by an ACU-RITE model
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00325W digital humidity meter, for the first few days while the film was actively absorbing water.
After 2-4 days the humidity would reach 43-44 % and remain constant thereafter.
25-mm discs were obtained from the polymer/acid membrane by sliding a polyethylene sheet under
the membrane and cutting it with a piece of 1” steel tubing beveled to a sharp ring. Membrane
thicknesses were measured by difference on films placed between protective plastic films using a
Mitutoyu digital deep-throat micrometer; thicknesses ranged from 0.7 mm to 0.9 mm. hi general,
discs could not be fashioned until after at least a day of exposure to humidity because the
polymer/acid film was still fluid before that time. In general, the rheological properties stabilized
once the membrane ceased absorbing moisture and the RH in the chamber stabilized at 43-44%.
Membranes produced from fresh polymerizations were similarly poured, drawn, and cut, except
that the film areas were larger and they were allowed to accumulate moisture from ambient air.
1.19 Roll Milling (Experimental)
Membranes were placed between two sheets of Teflon K'-coated fiberglass mat and compressed by
rolling through an MTI Corporation MR-500 roll mill press at 1 rpm. Teflon-coated sheets were
chosen to ensure that the PPA was not absorbed by the sheet, and that the membrane did not adhere
to the sheet during compression. Film thicknesses of the membranes were not directly measurable
because of their compressibility. Rather, thicknesses were measured by difference using a Mitutoyu
IP65 digital micrometer (±1 micron) on the mat/membrane/mat sandwiches where the thicknesses
of the mats had previously been measured. Control experiments on the Teflon-coated fiberglass
mats themselves showed that the thicknesses of the mats were not affected by rolling under
pressures greater than those used to prepare the film sandwiches.
Example 1 (smaller membrane): A rectangular piece of PBI/PPA/S-POSS membrane (815-20 4)
measuring 29.9 mm x 34.0 mm, initial thickness varying from 150 pm to 200 pm (area 9.7 cm2)
was placed between two 3 inch-square Teflon mats and rolled toll8 pm thickness (36.5 mm x 45.5
mm; area 17 cm2). The initial volume was ~ 0.18 cm3 and the final volume was ~ 0.20 cm3,
implying that the compression was not simply the result of flattening the film and squeezing the
phosphoric acid out of the matrix. The resulting film was lifted off of the Teflon mat, replaced, and
flattened out without any damage, demonstrating some mechanical integrity. Dimensional stability
was tested by allowing the membrane to stand on one of the Teflon mats exposed to ambient air.
After 7 hours there was no change in dimensions. Table 6 summarizes the dimensional changes as a
function of time.
After one month, the membrane was able to be lifted off of the Teflon mat and replaced with no
difficulty, and again after two months, demonstrating continued flexibility and mechanical
integrity. Retention of the phosphoric acid electrolyte was demonstrated by traces of liquid still
present on the Teflon mat when the membrane was removed.
Example 2 (larger membrane): A rectangular piece of PBI/PPA control membrane (829-28B, no
S-POSS) measuring 41 mm x 48 mm, initial thickness ~ 400pm (area 20cm2) was placed between
two 5 inch-square Teflon mats and rolled (stepwise) to 200pm thickness (51mm x 66mm; area 34
cm2) without any damage. The membrane was rolled further to a setting designed to produce a 90
pm film. Some of the material was squeezed out of one side of the sandwich, damaging that side,
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Table 6: Dimensional stability of the cast PBI/PPA/S-POSS membrane (815-20 4) as a function of
time.

As rolled

Length
(mm)
36.5

7 hours

37

45.5

16.8

101%

1 day

36

42.5

15.3

92.1%

3 days

36

42

15.1

91.0%

1 month

35.5

39

13.8

83.3%

2 months

35

38.5

13.5

81.1%

Time

Width (mm)

Area (cm2)

45.5

16.6

% of initial
area
—

but an asymmetric rectangle measuring ~ 67 mm x ~ 75 mm (area ~ 50 cm2) of good quality film
was produced. Dimensional stability was tested by allowing the membrane to stand on one of the
Teflon mats exposed to ambient air. Table 4 summarizes the dimensional changes as a function of
time.
After 3 weeks the membrane was able to be lifted off of the Teflon mat without damage,
demonstrating continued flexibility and mechanical integrity. Retention of the phosphoric acid
electrolyte was demonstrated by traces of liquid still present on the Teflon mat when the membrane
was removed.
Table 7: Dimensional stability of the cast PBI/PPA control membrane (829-28B) as a function of
time. Note: This film was not perfectly rectangular, and the dimensions are approximate.

As rolled

Length
(mm)
67

1 day

63

72

45

90%

3 weeks

61

67

41

81%

Time

Width (mm)

Area (cm2)

75

50

% of initial
area
—

1.20 Conclusion/Future Work (high temperature PEM membrane development)
Future work should focus upon fabrication and testing of ME As following established durability
test protocols, with particular focus on investigation of phosphoric acid leaching, and upon
performance at lower temperatures (20°C or below) required for cold-temperature start-ups.
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2A: Development of CFD Modeling of a Catalytic Flat Plate Fuel Reformer
2A.1 Abstract
In this study, steam reforming of methane coupled with methane catalytic combustion in a catalytic
plate reactor is studied using a two-dimensional mathematical model for co-current flow
arrangement. A two-dimensional approach makes the model more realistic by increasing its
capability to capture the effect of parameters such as catalyst thickness, reaction rates, inlet
temperature and velocity, and channel height, and eliminates the uncertainties introduced by heat
and mass transfer coefficients used in one-dimensional models. In our work, we simulate the entire
flat plate reformer (both reforming side and combustion side) and cany out parametric studies
related to channel height, inlet velocities, and catalyst layer thickness that can provide guidance for
the practical implementation of such design. The operating conditions chosen make possible a
comparison of the catalytic plate reactor and catalytic combustion analysis with the conventional
steam reformer. The CFD results obtained in this study will be veiy helpful to understand the
optimization of design parameters to build a first generation prototype.
2A.2 Introduction
Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells show considerable potential for a variety of
applications such as transportation, stationary power and portable electronics. Currently, most of
the consumable energy is derived from the non-renewable sources such as fossil fuels and coalproducts, which are the primary sources of releasing large amounts of green house gases. Fuel cells
are considered as an alternative energy source to reduce the depletion of fossil fuels and thus
control pollution, and green house gas emissions. This is due to the fact that fuel cells use hydrogen
as energy-canier to provide clean energy through electro-chemical reaction compared to
conventional combustion systems. Hydrogen can either be stored in suitable storage devices or
steam + fuel

Figure 10: Schematic of tubular packed bed reactor.
produced on-board by catalytic reforming process. Reformers are used to generate clean (pure)
hydrogen from hydrocarbons such as methane, methanol, ethanol, and diesel. However, the
reformer should be highly efficient as well as compact in order to be able to integrate the catalytic
reformer on-board to feed the fuel cell systems. The conventional tubular-type fuel reformers are
being used in the industry to reform hydrocarbon fuels with steam and catalytic reactors. They need
to operate at high temperatures. This is due to the fact that only endothermic reaction takes place in
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the reactors, and heat has to be externally produced. The hydrocarbon gas mixture is heated up and
then distributed on to the catalyst-filled reformer tubes. The gas mixture flows from top to bottom
through tubes arranged in vertical rows as shown in Figure 1. While the hydrocarbon fuel-steam
mixture is flowing through the externally heated tubes they react, producing hydrogen and carbon
monoxide. This system has lot of disadvantages such as higher cost, lower conversion efficiency
and higher heat loss due to lower transfer rate.
From Figure 1, it can be noticed that there is a considerable amount of temperature drop between
the furnace and the reactor side. Therefore, lot of heat energy is wasted while entering to the
system. Study on steam reforming with methane catalytic combustion in reverse flow reactors is
also performed [9-11]. There were also some challenges for this type of reactor such as formation
of hot spots that damage the catalyst and reactor materials [11]. On the other hand, flat plate
reformer with co-current flow is a compact alternative by combining the exothermic catalytic
combustion reaction on one side and the endothermic reforming reaction on the other. By doing so,
several advantages can be achieved [12]. Figure 2 shows a schematic of flat plate reformer in which
we can see that there is a very small drop in temperature from combustion side of the wall to the
reforming side of the wall. Hence, there is better energy efficiency in this type of system.
As refer from the above discussion, in fuel reforming process, efficient distribution of heat on the
reforming and combustion side is a major challenge. Catalytic combustion assisted flat plate fuel
reformer is a compact and efficient alternative to traditional packed bed tubular reformers. Flat
plate fuel reformer offers better heat integration by combining the exothermic catalytic combustion

Exothermic

Endothermic
Reaction on

Figure 11: Schematic of flat plate fuel reformer.
reaction on one side and endothermic reforming reaction on the other side of the flat plate. The
catalytic plate reactor effectively short-circuits heat transfer resistances between the reaction site
and heating medium (combustion site) [12]. The lower operating temperature of the catalytic
combustion ensures low NOx formation and reduces sudden temperature spikes and hot spots
common to homogenous combustion reactors [12]. Also, lower operating temperature poses fewer
constraints for materials of construction. Since it is a flameless process, long radiation paths needed
in conventional furnaces are replaced by channel dimensions of a few mm in the plate matrices,
thus it dramatically reduces the reactor size. Therefore, it is important to investigate the heat
distribution and conversion efficiency of the flat plate steam reformer.
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Iii this investigation, CFD analysis is performed on a catalytic flat plate reformer where a two
dimensional mathematical model is used for methane catalytic combustion and steam reforming.
Modeling of this type of reaction system has recently been done [12-15]. However, the study in
[13-15] was based on a one-dimentional approach and limited primarily to study 1-D temperature
profiles. The study in [12] was for a two-dimentional model with a primary emphasis on parametric
study. In our CFD model, we extended analysis on the effect of various parameters such as catalyst
thickness, channel height and fuel flow rate for both in steam reformer as well as water gas shift
reaction sides. The major aim in these studies is to determine the factors those control the
production of H2 as well as the reduction of CO. These parametric studies will be able to provide
guidance for the practical implementation of this type of reformer system. Design of the catalyst
layer is equally important in identifying the heat and mass flow distribution. Therefore, study of
different designs of the catalyst layer will be done simultaneously with parametric study. The
operating conditions that are chosen for the baseline simulations are similar to those of a
conventional steam reformer.
2A.3 Reforming Reaction Mechanisms
Steam reforming of methane is a widely known as the main process for hydrogen gas production in
large scale processes which earned out on Ni catalysts in tubular reactors and operated at
temperatures varied from 500C to 800C with differential pressures of 20 to 40 bars [16-20]. The
chemical reactions involved in this process are;
• Initial Steam Reforming Reaction
kT
ch4

•

+h1o ^co+m,; ^°98

mol

Water Gas Shift Reaction

CO + H.0

•

=

ij

+H,; ^”98 = -

mol

Steam Reforming Side Equation

CH4 + 2H20^C02 +4H2; ^2098 =

kJ
mol

Initial Steam reforming reaction and the steam reforming side reaction are highly endothermic.
Therefore, the necessary heat to drive these reactions is provided by the catalytic exothermic
combustion reaction on the other side of the flat plate wall with minimum resistance to heat
transfer. Combustion side reaction is defined below.
• Methane Combustion Reaction
CH4 +20, ^ CO, +2H^O; ^°98 = -

kI
mol

The most common industrial catalyst used for the reactions on reformer side is based on Ni on
alumina support. In this study, a 15.2% Ni/MgAECE catalyst is used [21]. The reaction rate
equations for the chemical reactions on the reformer side are as follows;
Initial Steam Reforming Reaction Rate

n
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Water Gas Shift Reaction
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The most common catalysts used for catalytic combustion of methane are supported precious metal
catalysts such as Pt, Pd, and Rh. The activation energy depends on the catalyst that is used for the
reaction. Activation energy for methane catalytic combustion varies from 75 to 200kJ/mol. In this
study, the activation energy of 90kJ/mol is used to compare the results of a simulation done by
[12]. The reaction rate equation for the catalytic combustion of methane is given below.
•
Methane Combustion Reaction
90000
Pen.4 *
exp
\(mol/ nv1)
(9)
R*T
v R*T ,
Values of pre-exponential factors (kj, i=l,..,4, CO, H20, CH4, H2), activation energies, heat of
adsorption, and equilibrium constants (kci; i=l,2,3) are given in [12].
2A.4 CFD Model Description
The computational model contains three sub domains which are reformer section, flat plate, and
combustion section. Length of the channels for baseline simulation is set to 0.3m. The channel
heights are set to 0.001m for both reformer and combustion sections with the flat plate thickness of
0.0005m. Figure 3 represents the schematic of computational model geometry.
Reformer Section
Tnlgt Plqfp

Combustion Section
Figure 12: Model geometry
Three types of transports are used in this simulation namely momentum, mass and energy transport.
Both reformer section and combustion section are involved in all three transport kinetics. Only
conduction heat transfer takes place across the flat plate. Steady-state 2D incompressible Navierstokes equation is used for the momentum transport. Due to the fact that we have multiple species,
Stefan Maxwell multi-component diffusion is considered for the species transport. General heat
transfer equation is used for energy transport for both reformer and combustion sections. However,
only conduction heat transfer is considered for the flat plate subdomain. A two-dimensional model
was developed to study the concentration and temperature distributions inside the reformer and
combustion sections. We assume that both reformer and combustion domains are symmetric along
the centerline of the respective domain. We also assume that both fuel and steam satisfy adiabatic
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conditions. The combustion chamber along with combustion catalyst coating layer of flat plate was
integrated together into the computational domain of combustion section. Similarly, reforming
chamber along with fuel reforming catalyst coating layer of flat plate was integrated together into
the computational domain of reformer section for effective heat transfer puipose across the flat
plate.
2A.5 CFD Model Equations
The model equations consist of mass, momentum and energy transport for both the reformer and
combustion components. On the flat plate, only heat transfer is taking place. The model governing
equations are given below.
Mass Transport
V(-p*wn * y
k

Vxk +(xk - wk)—) = R-p*u* Vh"
k

(10)

P

n*
w=Mass Fraction; n and k indicate different species.
R=Reaction Rate
Momentum Transport
p*u*Vu= V[-p + t/(Vw)]

(H)

Heat Transfer (Reformer and Combustion)
V
V7)= -pCp *u*V
T=Temperature
Q=Heat Source
Heat Transfer (Flat Plate)
V(-k*V7) =
In our simulation, reaction rates are treated as volumetric source terms rather than boundary
conditions in both reformer and combustion sections.
2A.6 CFD Model Computation
We simulated our 2D model using the inlet conditions for both reformer and combustion side
similar to those used by [22]. However, atmospheric pressure condition is applied at the outlet
instead of operating at high pressure condition (29 bar) used by [21]. In our simulation, the steam to
methane ratio of 3.5 is used which corresponds to the typical industrial reforming condition.
Initially fuel and air are preheated to 793°K and supplied to the reformer (fuel only) and
combustion section (fuel and air) simultaneously. Through exothermic reaction, combustion
chamber produced heat which eventually transferred to the reforming side by flat plate conduction
and complete the endothermic reaction process on the reforming side. This initial temperature
profile is comparable to temperature profile of a conventional reformer [22]. Data used for the
reformer catalyst is similar to the data used by [21] and corresponds to a catalyst containing 15.2%
Ni supported on magnesium spinel. The catalyst loading of 2355kg/m3 is used for our simulation.
Pore radius of lOnm with a porosity of 0.4 and tortuosity factor of 0.4 are used for both combustion
and reforming catalysts [22-24]. This allows a perfect comparison to the conventional reformer.
The multi-component diffusion coefficients appear in mass transport equation (10) is calculated
using the Lenard Jones force balance [25].
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2A.7 Results and Discussions
Figure 13 represents the temperature profile along the flat plate on the reformer side. From Figure
13, it can be seen that, as the heat produced through the combustion reaction on the other side of
the flat plate (combustion side) and transferred by conduction into the reformer side, the
temperature increases from 793°K to 1150°K. The heat produced in the combustion side is used-up
by the endothermic reaction on the reformer channel to produce hydrogen-rich reformate gas.
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Figure 13: Temperature profile (Reformer side).
From technical point of view, it is important to examine the transverse temperature profile, which is
defined as the temperature difference of the gas between the wall and the channel center,
ATg=Twaii-TCenter- The transverse temperature profiles for both combustion and reformer channels
are shown in Figure 14. The maximum temperature difference is 6IK for the reformer side and 75K
for the combustion side. It can be clearly seen from Figure 14 that upto 0.06m, which is 20% of the
channel length, the transverse temperature is almost similar for both sides of the flat plate. This is
due to the fact that the heat produced, by the combustion reaction, transmitted through the flat plate
over the reformer side quickly with virtually no/negligible thermal resistance. As the heat
generation increased due to the high intensity of the combustion reactions in the combustion side,
the heat transferrred through the flat plate over the reformer side produced a sharp temperature
gradient, due to the thermal resistance of plate materials, between the channel length 0.06m and
0.2m which can be clearly seen from Figure 14. Temperature in the tailing end of both the
combustion and reformer side reached in steady state due to saturation of both reforming and
combustion reactions.
Figure 15 represents the dry hydrogen (H2) production along the reformer gas channel without
water gas shift (WGS) reaction at different inlet mixture (fuel plus steam) velocities. From Figure
15 we can see that the total amount of dry hydrogen production remains same irrespective of inlet
mixture velocities while production of CO varies. In this temperature profile, more steam reforming
reaction and less reverse methanation reaction takes place, reducing CO production without
affecting the H2 production. This is due to the fact that it takes a little longer for the temperature on
the reformer side to reach 1150K (combustion gas velocity is constant). Figure 6 represents the
production of dry carbon monoxide (CO) along the reformer channel length at different inlet
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Figure 14: Transverse temperature difference in the gas phase.
mixture velocities without WGS. From Figure 16 it reveals that the low inlet mixture velocity
produced higher amount of dry CO quickly compare to low amount of dry CO at high inlet mixture
velocity. At low inlet mixture velocity (3.6m/s) high amount of dry CO (0.16 mole) is produced
within 10cm of channel length whereas at high inlet mixture velocity (5.6m/s) low amount of dry
CO is produced within 20cm of reformer channel length. Comparing Figures 15 and 16 we can see
that the high inlet mixture velocity results same amount of dry hydrogen production but a
significant amount of dry CO reduction compared to low inlet mixing velocity. It is due to the
reaction mechanism associated with the steam reforming of methane.

Figure 15: Production of dry H2 at different inlet velocities along the reformer channel without
water gas shift (WGS) reaction.
Figure 17 and 18 represent the production of dry H2 and CO at different reformer channel heights
without WGS with constant inlet mixture velocity of 4m/s. From Figure 17 we can see that the total
production of dry Fl2 remains the same irrespective of reformer channel heights whereas the
production of dry CO significantly reduced at high reformer channel height (as seen from Figure
18). Therefore, reformer inlet mixture velocity (as seen in Figures 17 and 18) and channel height
must be taken into account in designing the reformer efficiently.
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Figure 16: Production of dry CO at different inlet velocities without WGS.

Figure 17: Production of dry IF at different channel heights at 4m/s inlet mixture velocity without
WGS.

Figure 18: Production of CO at different channel heights at 4m/s inlet mixture velocity without
WGS.
2A.7.1 Fuel Reforming with Water Gas Shift Reaction
In this study, we used water gas shift (WGS) reaction at the end of the fuel reforming process in the
reformer. We observed that at the end of the reforming process the reformate gases exit from the
reformer with temperature at around 1150°K. In order to use water gas shift reaction, reformate
gases need to have temperature at around 800°K for banking maximum conversion efficiency.
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Therefore, a heat exchanger is used to cool down the reformate gases from 1150°K to 800°K before
it entering into the water gas shift reaction channel. Water gas shift reaction uses the same
equations as of those used in reformer chamber for all three types of transports. Due to the fact that
no methane, in our simulation 100% methane was converted, is entering into the WGS reaction
zone - only the water gas shift reaction takes place where carbon monoxide (from reformate gases)
reacts with excess steam to produce hydrogen and carbon dioxide (CO2). This reaction is also
mildly exothermic. Therefore, it is important to maintain the temperature at 800°K for WGS
reaction to take place efficiently. Figure 19 and 20 represent the production of dry H2 and CO with
the WGS reaction with reformate gas velocity of 4m/s. From Figures 17 and 18 we see that the
production of dry hydrogen only went up by 2% (mole fraction of FF from 0.76 to 0.78) with the
WGS reaction. Flowever, the amount of dry CO was reduced by more than 50% (mole fraction of
CO went down from 0.158 to 0.072 on dry basis) with WGS reaction. Therefore, it is advantageous
to include WGS reaction with the fuel reforming process especially in order to get low CO rich
reformate FF.
We studied the effect of catalyst layer thickness in water gas shift (WGS) reaction channel to figure
out the possibility of further CO reduction in the reformate gas. Figure 21 shows the amount of dry
CO along the WGS reaction channel for different catalyst layer thicknesses. From Figure 21 we can
see that the increase of catalyst layer in WGS reaction channel from 20pm to 40pm would result
dry CO level one order of magnitude lower in the reformate gas. This is due to the fact that the
reaction rate would increase exponentially with higher volume of catalyst loading. If we further
increase the catalyst layer thickness up to 70pm the level of CO concentration in the reformate gas
goes down along the WGS reaction channel but remains at the same level (0.05) at the channel exit.
Therefore, the increase of the catalyst layer thickness to a certain extent (i.e. 40pm) would be
beneficial at least until the CO level gets saturated at the WGS reaction channel exit.

Figure 19: Production of dry FF with WGS reaction.
It is evident that for this flat plate design, 40 microns is an optimum catalyst thickness. The amount
of CO remains the same before reaching the steady state even though we increased the catalyst
loading from 40pm to 70pm. Therefore, use of high catalyst loading would be meaningless. All the
best case scenarios are plotted in Figure 22.
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Figure 20: Reduction ot CO in WGS reaction.

Figure 21: Reduction of CO at different catalyst thicknesses with WGS.
Baseline simulation was performed with a catalyst loading of 20pm, reformate gases entering at
4m/s and channel height of 1mm. To compare to this baseline, simulations were performed at
higher velocity of reformate gases (5.6m/s), higher channel height (1.2mm) and higher catalyst
loading (40pm). Increasing the catalyst loading to 40pm resulted in the maximum reduction of
carbon monoxide without affecting hydrogen production, as can be seen from Figure 22. Increase
of inlet velocity of gases and height of the channel also reduced the carbon monoxide production
and affected hydrogen production on WGS side.
Figure 23 represents the production of dry CO with the WGS reaction and optimized reformer
geometry. From Figure 22 we see that the amount of dry CO was reduced by more than 50% (mole
fraction of CO went down from 0.158 to 0.072 on dry basis) with WGS reaction. Therefore, it is
advantageous to include WGS reaction with the optimized fuel reformer geometry especially in
order to get low CO rich reformate H2. We build a flat plate fuel reformer prototype based on this
optimized simulation study and the real world testing is underway to evaluate the effect of different
parametric conditions.
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Figure 22: Comparison of best case scenarios of WGS and reformer integrated together.

Water Gas Shift (WGS) Reaction Zone
Reforming Zone

0.3
0.4
Channel Length (m)

Figure 23: Production of dry CO with WGS and optimized reformer geometry.
2A.8 Conclusions (CFD model simulation of catalytic flat plate fuel reformer)
In this study, we designed and simulated a 2D CFD model of a flat plate reformer and showed that
it has many advantages over conventional reformer. We performed a parametric study of different
design parameters those controls the performance and efficiency of the flat plate reformer. The
simulation results presented here clearly demonstrated that the reformer channel length, height,
catalyst layer thickness and inclusion of water gas shift reaction have significant influence in the
production of dry H2 (low level of CO) rich reformate gas. Increasing the catalyst layer thickness in
WGS reaction channel to a certain level has yielded a great reduction in the amount of CO without
affecting the FF-rich refonnate gas production. The CFD simulation perfonned in this study on a
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two-dimensional model helps determining the factors responsible for changing the temperature
profiles as well as H2 and CO production rates. The base case simulation was performed using the
same conditions used by Xu and Froment (1989b), except for the pressure lower to atmospheric.
This is done in order to compare the results with a conventional reformer. Due to the smaller
volume and amount of catalyst, the energy efficiency is higher in the flat plate reformer. This can
be proved by comparing the transverse temperature difference across the gas channel which is 75°K
for the flat plate reformer compared to 250°K in conventional reformers. Also, higher conversion
can be obtained in the flat plate reformers due to the fact that they can be run at lower pressures.
Although water gas shift reactor did not increase the mole fraction of hydrogen a lot, it reduced the
amount of carbon monoxide by a fair (more than 50%) amount. Comparing all the best case
scenarios, changing the catalyst thickness in WGS reactor has yielded a great reduction in the
amount of CO but hardly improving the H2 production. Finally, comparing the optimized
simulation results it is clear that this optimized reformer design will be able to provide best results
in tenns of H2-rich (low CO content) reformate gas that could be pumped directly from the fuel
reformer into the high temperature fuel cell systems.
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2B: Develop and Fabricate a 5kWe Novel Catalytic Flat Plate Steam Reforming
Process for Extracting Hydrogen from Multi-fuels and Integrate with
High-Temperature Fuel Cell Systems.
2B.1 Introduction
Although fuel cells provide the ideal solution for a myriad of on-board electric power generation
applications, Low Temperature PEM (Polymer Exchange Membrane) fuel cells operate at 80C and
require nearly pure (99.9999%) hydrogen to operate. However, the lack of a hydrogen
infrastructure has been a significant barrier for commercialization, especially for large volume
markets such as commercial transport, military silent watch, residential homes,
telecommunications, and waste fuel processing to power applications. To leverage the significant
commercial potential of this immerging technology globally, the solution has always been
considered as on-board fuel processing (or fuel reforming) for hydrogen extraction from locally
available logistics fuels such as propane, diesel, JP8 fuel (for military), natural gas, methanol,
ethanol, synthetic, and bio-renewable fuels. However, the challenge has been the development of
an on-board hydrogen fuel reforming "system" that is cost effective, compact, and commercially
viable. Since the production of pure hydrogen required additional equipments and cost for fuel
reforming, low-temperature PEM fuel cells are not a viable option for use with logistic fuels for
large scale global fuel cell markets. As such the primary technical and commercial challenge is the
development of a cost effective fuel cell electric power generation system capable of using locally
available logistics fuels and applicable for small and large scale applications worldwide.
Traditionally, the approach has been to focus on the development of fuel reforming technology for
low temperature PEM fuel cells, including the removal of fuel impurities. Unfortunately this
approach results in excessive fuel reformer cost, larger reformer size and high complexity.
Conversely our solution is to focus on the development of a more robust “PEM fuel cell combined
with fuel reforming system” that is more tolerant of fuel impurities which reduces not only the fuel
reformer cost, complexity, and size, but also increases the overall system efficiency.
Since high temperature PEM (HTPEM) fuel cells operate at 160-180°C, it allows the use of nonpure hydrogen (2% CO mixed with hydrogen stream) as a fuel while maintaining the cost and
expanding the application flexibility benefits comparable to low temperature PEM fuel cells. The
expected outcomes include:
1) More efficient use of thermal energy or by-product heat as a combined heat and power
application resulting in high system efficiency;
2) Reduction of balance-of-plant (BOP) components for cooling, water management and
purification resulting in reduced maintenance and simpler operations and controls;
3) When using reformed fuels rather than pure hydrogen, the result is increased tolerance to carbon
monoxide (CO) which reduce the equipment and capital cost necessary to remove fuel impurities;
and
4) Will move this emerging technology closer to meeting DOE's 2015 power density target of 100
W/L for fuel cells and reformed fuels.
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The sub-tasks for accomplishing Objective II were:
A. Employ computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach to study optimal reformer geometry
as well as combustion and reforming chemical kinetics for catalytic flat plate reactor.
B. Fabricate catalytic flat plate reactor for testing.
C. Fabricate catalytic flat plate reactor test bench.
D. Design system for flat plate catalytic fuel reforming.
E. Fabricate and Test High Temperature PEM Stack.
2B.2 Fabricate Catalytic Flat Plate Reformer for Testing
Fuel Reformers provide a hydrogen rich gas from hydrocarbons fuels such as methane. However,
fuel reformers should have a high thermal and fuel conversion efficiency, and be sufficiently
compact to integrate the catalytic reformer topology on-board to feed the hydrogen fuel cell power
systems.
The figure 24 shows the catalytic flat plate geometry with both the catalytic combustion and
catalytic steam reforming chambers. The two chambers are machined from a single plate and
contain a ceramic heat rod for pre-heating combustion air to the catalyst light-off temperature.

Figure 24: Flat plate reformer geometry.
Catalytic combustion assisted flat plate fuel reformer is a compact and efficient alternative to
traditional packed bed tubular reformers. The Flat Plate fuel reformer offers better heat integration
by combining the exothermic catalytic combustion reaction on one side and the endothermic
reforming reaction on the other side of the flat plate. The catalytic plate reactor effectively shortcircuits heat transfer resistances between the reaction site and combustion site. The lower operating
temperature of the catalytic combustion ensures low NOx formation and reduces sudden
temperature spikes and hot spots common to homogenous combustion reactors [12]. Also, lower
operating temperature poses fewer constraints for materials of construction. Since it is a flameless
process, long radiation paths needed in conventional furnaces are replaced by channel dimensions
of a few mm in the plate matrices, thus it dramatically reduces the reactor size.
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The figure 25 shows the plate topology when assembled together and producing a "fuel reforming
stack", similar to a fuel cell stack. This is another advantage of the flat plate topology is the
scalable nature of the system for increased hydrogen production with minimum manufacturing and
production cost.

Figure 25: Flat plate reformer geometry.
Table 8: The reformer details for the assembly of a 6kW reforming stack.
Reformer Stack Details
Volume

8 Liters

Height

178 mm

Width

330 mm

Depth

152 mm

Weight

74 kg

Power Density

750 W/L

Weight
Density

80 W/kg

Material

Stainless Steel

2B.3 Fabricate Catalytic Flat Plate Reformer Test Bench
An effective fuel reforming test bench must be capable of supplying fuel, oxidant, and water, and
measuring a wide range of operating points that are relevant to testing parameters. As such the
selection of appropriate test stand components is determined by the desired power (kW) output
supplied by the reformate gas. This power level is therefore used to determine output flow rates that
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must be measured, input flow rates that must be controlled, and thermal energy required to generate
the necessary high temperature steam for the reformer.
The following sections present a theoretical analysis for fuel reforming chemical kinetics which
provides insight into required operating design parameters. The first step is to determine the
required reformate flow rate to be provided from the catalytic reformer as follows.
2B.3.1 Fuel Consumption Calculation - Fuel Reformer and HTPEM Fuel Cell Stack Use
The design operation point of the HT-PEM cell stack is 2% CO, 150A, 440 cm2, or 341 mA/cm2.
At this design point the cell voltage is 543 mV per cell, and the cell power is 81 Watts per cell
yielding a stack size of 62 Cells for 5kWe.
Fuel cell stack reformate flow in SLM can be calculated as:
Reformate Flow(slm)

Cells *I*A* 22.4 (slm / mol) * 60(5 / min)
z

^ T(K)

(14)

z
-

The equation (14) calculates dry gas reformate flow required at a given hydrogen mole fraction
(H2), Temperature (T), stoichiometry (X), and current (I). Using the hydrogen mole fraction ratios
from Equation (17), the minimum reformate flow rate for a lkW fuel cell stack at 273K becomes:
Rr(slm)min =

62 cells * 150 amps *1.4* 22.4(.s7/» / mol) * 60(s / min)
=
mole-

= 5.04

=113slm

=
mol /A

moles

(15)

min

or, Reformate Flow = 0.012 shn/amp-cell assuming 0% CO gas composition @ 273K. This is the
minimum flow rate required since the maximum possible H2 reformate methane concentration is
80%. If the CO is higher, the required reformate flow rate will also be higher.
The next step is to determine the required input methane flow rates to produce the require hydrogen
reformate flow after fuel reforming.
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2B.3.2 Reformate Composition
There are three (3) reactions that generally occur in steam reforming. They are:
Steam Reforming Primary Reaction
CH4+H20{g)^C0 +
m29S =205.81 kJ I mol
Water Gas Shift Reaction
CO + H20(g) ^ C02 + H2,mi9i =-41.16 kJ I mol

(16)

Steam Reforming Side Reaction
CH4+
^C02+4H2,m29i =164.64 kJ I mol
In the primary reaction, one mole of methane and water vapor (steam) react to form three moles of
hydrogen and one mole of carbon monoxide. However, in the presence of excess steam, two
additional reactions occur. In the water gas shift reaction a portion of the CO produced is converted
to CO2. hi the side reaction, methane is directly converted to CO2 and producing four moles of
hydrogen. As such, these reactions require a minimum of four moles of water for each mole of
methane to ensure the complete conversion of methane along with the water gas shift and side
reactions. As seen above, the reactions are highly endothermic and requiring the combustion of
methane (or another fuel) as a heat source.
Since reformate gas composition will vary depending upon actual flow rates, the composition of
the product gas for 100% methane conversion is as shown below in equation (17) with a steam to
carbon ratio of ‘X’, and where ‘m’ is the methane molar flow rate;
mCH4 + XmH20 ^0CH4 + AH20(g) + BH2 +maCO + m(l - a)C02 where:
^r{kJ) = maHfXO + m(l-a)HfXV1 + (A- Xm)H fJ[a -mAHf fuel kJ!mol
= ma(-113.9) + m(l - a)(-393.4) + (A~
= a(+
= a(-113.9m +

-

-

-241.9) +
+
-241.9X + 241.9(X-2)) + 74.9m

= 31.6am + 90.4 m + 74.9m
= Heat of Combustion

(17)

where
rt = m(A-2 + a);A>2-a
(18)
B = m(X + 2)- =m(X + 2)-m(A-2 + a) = m{4-a)
The specific catalyst selected to expedite the reaction will dictate the formation effectiveness of the
reaction components. The CO concentration (a) has a value of 0 < a < 1 since all methane carbon
atoms must reform into CO or CO2, for 100% methane conversion.
We can further solve for
and ' a
by specifying a desired
flow Rf/ (moles / time), and the CO concentration, rCOi , i.e.;
The 'nV constraint equation becomes:
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"dry" reformate

B + m,or

(19)

m = Rfj —B = Rfj -m{A - a) >
mCHi =

(moles I time)

The 'a' constraint equation becomes:
0<rco<\, so ^
_
am
__________ a________ _ a . I
rco~ A + B + m~ {X-2 + a) + {*~a) + \~ X-l,0r>
a = rco (X-3); 3<X<

(

For use within a High Temperature PEM (HTPEM) fuel cell stack, the reformer product gas must
undergo a secondary water gas shift (WGS) reaction to reduce the CO composition to < 2% by
volume (dry gas) if necessary. We can also determine the maximum possible hydrogen
concentration as follows:
-a
=
=
+ ma+
-a) 5-a
rHji,„a(a = 0) = y = 80%
Likewise the water molar flow rate can be expressed as follows using equation (18) (i.e. A=0) and
(19):

Ja=

<

<

a=

2A.3.3 Methane Fuel Combustion
As stated above, fuel reforming requires an external heat source as indicated by C.l .4. For Methane
combustion, the chemical equilibrium balance can be expressed as follows for 'n' moles of
combustion fuel:
nCH4 +sn02 +4snN2 ^ aH20 + bC02 +c02 +4snN2
where;
a = 2n
>
b=n
c = sn-2n (where s =
where s is the theoretical oxygen moles required for combustion such that:
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(23)

£«—

a +b+c

S- 2

£«-

—

—

2 n + n + sn-2n

—

n + sn

s+\

where # is the pre-specified product (exhaust) 02 concentration ratio. Solving for s we have:
2+0
£ = —— (where d = 0 for complete combustion)
(25)
Equation (25) is important and allows us to specify the excess Oxygen input to avoid excessive
temperatures for catalytic combustion. For most catalyst materials, 0.10 <0 < 0.40 . As such, by
measuring the combustion exhaust Oxygen mole fraction ratio, the combustion air inlet can be
adjusted to avoid excessive temperatures. This adjustment is critically important when
incorporating fuel cell stack tail gas of an unknown hydrogen and carbon monoxide composition.
Thus the control system would measure the exhaust oxygen mole fraction ratio, compare with the
desired ratio, adjust the inlet combustion air, ±s, to update the exhaust oxygen mole fraction
content toward the desired value.
As such, the new value for s can be adjusted as follows:
+ 0* 2 + 0m ,
= SM
-jz^;where
(26)

* = Desired
m = Measured

The heat of formation for the combustion process can be expressed as:
= aHfjho +hHf,co2 Hc~ sn)Hf ()2 ~n^ fud'
= a{-241.9)+ =
+ -

+ -£h)(0)+

-

= -n*W23U
Now equating the heat of formation for reforming from equation (17) and the heat of formation for
combustion from equation (27) provide the ratio between "m" moles for fuel reforming and "n"
moles of fuel needed for combustion. As such we have:
n

37.6a +
=

802.3 a=0

<±<
|
m 802.3a=1

(28)

0.20 < — < 0.25
m
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2A.3.4 Methane Fuel and Water Vaporization
Using the density of Methane as 0,66 kg/nr3 and a Lower Heating Value (LHV) of 33 MJ/nr3 the
methane energy density per unit mass is calculated as:
77
uu

=

m3 /

m3

=

(29)

kg

So for every SLM (Standard Liters per Minute) of Methane and Hydrogen, the energy density per
unit volume becomes:
E,.„
Jch4 =50x
E„ = 121x
Hl

x^-x
x^^- = 15J— = 595- W '
L
SLM,ch4
kg lOOOg mole 22 AL
kg

X

lOOOg

X

X
=
mole 22 AL

L

=

(30)

SLM h2

To determine the energy required to vaporize water:
77

L
- A^a^kJ X 100(% X 0.001m3 X
= nni-nkJ =
L
1000mL
kg
nr
mL

=

W
mL
mm 11,0

(31)

So to compute Methane flow rate required to vaporize water we have:
W
37.6mLjj „

Fch4

* ■

595

SLM,ch4

SLM,

-0.06-

^

(32)

mL

nun H,0

So conservatively, every 10 mL/min of water requires 1 SLM of Methane for steam generation at
100°C accounting for incomplete combustion and other inefficiencies. Furthermore, just for
completeness, for steam temperature (Ts) and saturation temperature (Tr), the energy required for
steam generation becomes:
W
W
=
+
-

mm,H,0
mm.
Therefore, the methane combustion flow rate required for steam reforming becomes:
0 031
SLMr
' ch4
= (0.06+
cn4
v
595 x '
mL

(34)

mm«,o
These calculations are necessary to detennine the proper energy balance since the combustion and
reforming heat processes are tightly integrated.
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2A.3.5 Theoretical Steam Reforming Efficiency
The steam reforming efficiency is defined as the ratio of the output hydrogen energy to the input
fuel energy based on the lower heating combustion values as follows using equations (17) and (28):
1,

-*-.±
m + n ^CH^MwCH^

=
m+

-a)
m + 0.20m
-a)
1, 0.3025
m + 0.25m
73% <qt< 100%
1,

0.3025

+n

100%

73%

and for a = 1

(35)

so

As it can be seen from equation (35), the maximum theoretical steam reforming efficiency is 100%.
However, it's always lower due to heat losses to the environment, heat taken away by the
combustion and product gases, and losses due to incomplete reactions. As such, the key to
maximize the efficiency is to minimize the combustion fuel heat source and minimize heat transfer
to the environment. Also, note the vital necessity to drive the reformate CO percent to 0%, or as
close as possible, to maximize reforming efficiency.
2B.3.6 Summary—5kW Test Stand Requirements (100% Fuel Reforming)
a = 0,Tf=W0C,Ts =500 C
=

mm

=

= 22.6 slm (reforming fuel flow rate)

v ah

-ELL- = 4.5 slm (combustion fuel flow rate)

nccu4

1000/mZ
_ . . moles , . g
kg
m
L
x
x——x------------- x-x
mm
mole lOOOg 1000kg 0.001/m'
L
d = 0.20 (excess combustion air mole fraction)
^

. 2

= 4x

8

=—x

=

mL
mm

s = 2.15 {sn is moles of oxygen needed for combustion and to ensure excess oxygen product)
2.75x4.5
= 62 slm (air flow rate supplied by combustion air blower)
mair =
-

Eu
'11,0Z1 =

0.20

W
x
mL
mm 11,0

mL
= 5kW (Heat needed to vaporize water)
min
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(36)

4

=

mL
min

X

min

=

4

h2o

113 slm x0.80 x

shnH

=

= 72.5% (Maximum theoretical reforming efficiency) K37)

+ 4.5 + 22.6) slmx
slmcn4
%=

*0.90 = 65% (Projected actual efficiency with 10% heat loss)

Note the low efficiency is primarily as a result of the fuel required for water vaporization.
However, if the additional methane fuel for water vaporization was reduced to 2.6 slm, the
theoretical efficiency would increase to over 92%. This requires approximately 4.76 kW of
additional heat from an alternate source. Fortunately, a 5kW HTPEM operating at 160C and 51%
electrical efficiency must dissipate over 4.76 kW of thermal energy. Rather than employing a fan
and radiator to dissipate energy to the environment, a high thermal capacitance oil provides the heat
medium to collect the fuel cell stack waste heat needed for steam generation. The two systems are
perfectly matched for stack heat dissipation and steam reforming heat requirements. Finally,
assuming an electrical conversion efficiency, % = 0.96, the PROJECTED overall system efficiency
can be expressed as:
% =0.92*0.51*0.96*0.90 + 41%

(38)

Without leveraging the thermal energy available within the fuel cell stack cooling medium, the
overall system efficiency would decrease to < 30%. Furthermore, if the unused hydrogen and
methane from the fuel cell exhaust (tail gas) is captured and re-used as a heat source rather than
depending upon an external combustion fuel, the overall system efficiency will approach 45%+.
Thus, employing a high heat capacity mineral oil as the fuel cell stack cooling medium, the
required stack coolant flow rate assuming a 10 degree stack temperature differential is determined
as follows:
Q [watts] = 4760 = mepAT; or
4760W
kg'K

xlO 0K

0.2048^-xsec 183kg

L ,x^_x
*
0.00 Ink 3.8 L min

(39)
min

2B.4 Catalytic Steam Reformer Schematic
The key to maximize thermal efficiency for steam reforming systems coupled with HTPEM fuel
cell is capturing of thermal energy contained within the stack coolant, and capturing the chemical
energy contained within the stack anode tail gas. The figure 26 shows the overall component
schematic of a steam reforming system including water capturing to ensure a near water-neutral
system.
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This basic system topology above was used to develop the test stand process flow diagram as
shown in Figure 27. With the component hardware legend defined as:
LEGEND

Test Stand PFD Component
Component
Definition
ID
FIL

CHK-401

--►cS}-

Filter

FLO

Flow Meter

CV

Control Valve

CHK

Check Valve

HX

Heat Exchanger

HTR

Heater

FLQ-301

WGS

Water Gas Shift

KO

Water Knockout

GC

Gas
Chromatograph

DC

CV-301
GC-3401

DryCal
Volumetric Flow
Meter

Figure 27: Reformer test stand process flow diagram.
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2B.5 Test Stand Fabrication
The catalytic steam reforming test bench was required to fit on an existing 72" by 36" table
underneath a hood in an existing laboratory. The figure 28 provides an overview of the test bench
showing the major components.

Figure 28: Reformer test bench configuration.
The test bench was designed to have different thermal zones to keep each component within its
operating range as shown in Figures 29 and 30. Zone 1 represents the high (> 250°C) temperature
items, the reformer in its own hot box, the water gas shift and zinc oxide beds, the fuel pre-heater,
and the high temperature steam heat exchanger and heater. Zone 2 represents the medium (50°C200°C) temperature items. It encompasses the steam generation heaters enclosed within a separate
hot box. The rest of the test bench, Zone 1 is low (< 50°C) temperature items including the
electronics, gas chromatograph, gas control items, Dry Cals Flow Meter, and gas cooling heat
exchangers.

Figure 29: Reformer thermal zone 1.

Figure 30: Reformer thermal zone 2 and 3.
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2B.6 Catalytic Steam Reformer Performance Validation
The reformer test bench allowed the performance evaluation of the catalytic flat plate reformer for
a wide range of operating conditions. The figure 31 shows the combustion catalyst installation
within each plate combustion chamber. The methane combustion catalyst supplier was the SUDCHEMIE product: ENVI-CAT 5028, and the methane reforming catalyst was the SUD-CHEMIE
product: FCR-71D.

Figure 31: Catalyst installation within each side of the plate and reformer assembly.
The flat plate reformer was assembled with two (2) combustion plates and two (2) reforming plates
in parallel. The plates were machined from high temperature stainless steel and constrained by 13
bolts with a torque of 50 ft-lbs. The operating combustion and reforming pressures were less than 5
psig and the methane/air combustion temperature was assumed to be 350°C. To commence
combustion, a lkW ceramic coated inconel wire igniter with a 48VDC source was used to heat
combustion air to required combustion temperature. Afterwards, methane combustion was used to
increase catalyst to reforming temperature of 550°C. The picture to the right of figure 31 show the
final assembled flat plate parallel reformer as positioned within the insulated hot box.
2B.7 Reforming Experimental Data
Figure 32 shows the variation of Steam-to-Carbon (SC) ratio vs. mole concentrations for Hydrogen
(H2), Methane(CH4), Carbon Dioxide (C02) and Carbon Monoxide (CO).
S/C Ratio vs Gas Composition
Air 48 SLM. Fuel 4%
Methane Steam Reforming

Steam-to-Carbon Ratio
Figure 0.1 S/C Ratio vs Gas Composition

Figure 32: S/C ratio vs gas composition.
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Note that with increasing S/C ratio, the H2 mole fraction approaches 74% along with increasing
CO, C02, and a decreasing CH4 mole concentration ratio as expected. The fuel-to-air volume flow
ratio is fixed at 4%. Note also that although the H2 mole concentration is relatively high, this
occurs at a high value of S/C of 7-8, which requires high steam flow rates and a significant energy
requirement for steam generation. Conversely, a S/C value of 4 which is typical, the H2 mole
fraction is 62% (or 77% of maximum possible) with a CO mole fraction of 3% before the WGS
(water gas shift) reactor.

Figure 33: S/C ratio vs H2 composition and reformate flow rate.
Figure 33 shows the variation of steam-to-carbon ratio vs. the hydrogen mole concentration and the
"dry" reformate volume flow rate. Note that although more of the methane fuel is being converted
to hydrogen, the total reformate flow rate reduces with increasing SC ratio. So the hydrogen quality
is enhanced, but since the SC ratio is increased by holding the steam flow rate fixed and varying the
reformate fuel flow rate, the total reformate flow rate is a maximum at a SC ratio of 5-6. From
Figures 32 and 33 we observe the optimal performance is a S/C ratio of 4-6 (holding steam flow
constant), yielding a hydrogen mole fraction ratio of 62-73%. The reason for the total "dry"
reformate flow reduction with increasing reforming fuel at a constant steam flow rate, is due to the
production of more water (reversible steam reforming side reactions) as the S/C ratio exceeds 4-5.
As a note, it should be stated that gas composition is based upon "dry" gas but contains ~1.2%
molar volume water vapor not detected by the gas chromatograph. Gas slow rates are reported in
SLM (standard liters per minute) and defined at 0°C and 1 atm.
2B.8 Impact of Gas/Steam Mixing
Figure 34 provides insight for the impacts of adequate steam temperature for mixing with reformate
fuel. Figure 34 shows the S/C ratio vs inlet mixing temperatures for a fixed steam flow rate. This
means that increasing S/C ratio occurs by reducing the reforming fuel flow rates. As such, with
decreasing reforming fuel flow rates (and decreasing heat capacity) and fixed steam flow rate, the
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mixing temperature (and thus the reforming temperature), increases. Also, as the combustion fuel
% is increased from 4% to 4.5%, and thereby increasing the heat source, the mixing temperature
also increases.
S/C Ratio vs Gas/Steam Inlet Temperature
Combustion Fuel % - 4 and 4.5
Air = 48 SLM, Steam =10 mL/min
(Impact of Fuel/Steam Mixing)

Steam-to-Carbon Ratio
Figure D.3 S/C Ratio vs Gas/Steam Inlet Temperature
—w— S/C vs T Gas, Fuel 4 5%
S/C vs T Gas. Fuel 4 0%

Figure 34: S/C ratio vs gas/steam inlet temperature.
Figure 35 shows for increasing gas/steam mixing temperatures (decreasing reforming fuel flow
rates, and increasing SC Ratio), the decrease in the dry reformate output flow rates as expected.
The important result is to understand that to maintain constant reforming temperatures with a fixed
SC Ratio, but with varying reforming and steam flow rates, careful consideration must be provided
to the combustion fuel/air flow rates to ensure a proper heat balance between the combustion and
reforming sides of the flat plate reformer.
Gas/Steam Inlet Temperaturevs. Reformate Flow
Combustion Fuel = 4%
Air = 48 SLM. Steam = 10 mL/min
(Impact of Fuel/Steam Mixing)

120

-

115 -

Gas/Steam Inlet Temperature - C
(Increasing S/C Ratio: 3-8)
Figure D.4 Gas/Steam Inlet Temperature vs Reformate Flow

-------- T Gas. Fuel 4.0% vs Flow SLM. Fuel 4.0%

Figure 35: Gas/steam inlet temperature vs reformate flow.
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2B.9 Hydrogen Generation
Figure 36 shows the SC ratio vs. the output hydrogen mole fraction with increasing combustion
fuel input from 4% to 4.5%. Although the SC ratio is varying with a constant steam flow rate
(decreasing reformate fuel flow), note the increase in the hydrogen mole fraction with decreasing
reformate fuel flow. This result of course indicates increased reforming efficiency. We also note the
higher combustion fuel value of 4.5% results in a higher output hydrogen mole fraction due to
higher reforming temperatures. Once again, due to the tightly integrated coupling between the flat
plate reforming and combustion heat transfer dynamics, careful consideration must be provided to
the combustion fuel/air flow rates to maximize hydrogen production.
S/C Ratio vs H2 Mole Fraction
Combustion Fuel= 4% and 4.5%
Air = 48 SLM, Steam = 10 mL/min

Steam-to-Carbon Ratio
Figure D.5 S/C Ratio vs H2 Mole Fraction
------- S/C vs H2%. Fuel 4.5%
♦ S/C vs H2%. Fuel 4.0

Figure 36: S/C ratio vs H2 mole fraction.
2B.10 Energy Efficiency
It is not desirable to pursue 100% conversion efficiency with respect to methane fuel reforming.
Rather the goal is to operate the reforming system within lower temperature limits to ensure ~1
SLM of Methane remaining for each 10 mL/min of water (Eqn. 35) that can be re-claimed as a
combustion heat source. Additionally, the unconsumed fuel cell stack hydrogen in the tail gas can
also be used as an energy source for combustion which increases the net energy efficiency defined
as:
e

_________________________ ____________________________________ .

(40)

E.."(
L+(
)™„-(
SH^ = Hydrogen Stoichiometric Ratio

Where ‘m’ is the mass flow rate, ‘Hv’ is the fuel lower heating fuel value, and subscripts ‘c’ and V
are for the combustion and reforming methane fuel input respectively, and where subscript Tf is
for the unreformed methane within the reformat. Therefore, to maximize system performance, it’s
imperative to minimize the input combustion fuel through re-capturing unreformed methane fuel
(~1 SLM per 10 mL/min ofH20).
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Figure 37 shows the steam to carbon ratio vs. energy efficiency and reformate flow. Note that as
the S/C ratio increases (at constant steam flow rates), both the energy efficiency and reformate flow
decrease, due to an increased reforming fuel flow rate and insufficient combustion heat energy to
drive reforming. Within an actual fuel cell power generation system however, both the unreformed
methane and unconsumed hydrogen contained within the HTPEM fuel cell stack tail gas can be
used within the reformer combustion process. This additional heat of combustion energy will help
to increase the overall reformer/fuel cell energy efficiency to near 90%.
S/C Ratio vs Energy Efficiency
Air = 48 SLM, Combustion Fuel = 4%
Steam = 10 mL/min and 15 mL/min

Steam-to-Carbon Ratio
Figure D.6 S/C Ratio vs Energy Efficiency
S/C vs Eff. Fuel 4%. H20 15 mL/min
S/C vs Eff. Fuel 4%. H20 10 mUmm
S/C vs SLM. H20 15 mL/min
S/C vs SLM. H20 10 mL/min

Figure 37: S/C vs energy efficiency and reformate flow.
2B.11 Fabricate HTPEM Fuel Cell Stack and Test with Reformat Fuel
A 62 cell 5kW high temperature PEM (HTPEM) fuel cell stack was fabricated and tested for 200
hours on the Green Light HTPEM Fuel Cell Test Stand (shown in figure 38) to determine
operational parameters. The HTPEM fuel cell stack has 62 cells with BASF MEA's (membrane
electrode assemblies), 440 cm2 active areas high temperature graphite plates with machined flow
fields for air, fuel, and a high temperature internal oil coolant. HTPEM fuel cell stacks operate at
160°C-180°C and have the primary advantage as compared to low temperature PEM stacks that
operate at 80°C of being very tolerate of carbon monoxide (CO) fuel impurities. As an example,
HTPEM fuel cell stacks are tolerant up to 2-3% by volume while low temperature PEM stacks
require no more than 0.001 % by volume for safe operations.
Additional advantages include the lack of gas humidification since liquid water is not a factor at
160C. As such water management issues are significantly reduced for HTPEM stacks. The figure
39 shows the 5kW high temperature PEM fuel cell stack fabricated for testing on bio gas reformate.
The fuel cell stack operates at 160°C, has an active area of 440 cm2, a volume of 31.38 Liters, and
is cooled by a high heat capacity mineral oil rather than air cooling used on small high temperature
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PEM fuel cell stacks. Effective cooling and temperature management is critical for large high
power E1TPEM fuel cell stacks.

Figure 38: Green light test station for E1TPEMFC stack testing.
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Figure 40 shows the HTPEM fuel cell stack operating on a mix of 0%, 2%, 5% CO by volume
(which is a by-product of fuel reforming), and reformate operating at 160C. For low temperature
PEM fuel cell stacks, operating on 2% CO is not possible and requires typically 0.001% CO by
volume or less.
HTPEM Stack Test at 160C
CO = 0%, 2% and 5%
H2 Stoic = 1.2, Air Stoic = 2.0

> 50

Current Density - mA/cm2
Figure E.1 CD vs 62 Cell HTPEM Fuel Cell Stack Voltage
•
■
*
▼

CD vs 2% CO @ 160
CD vs 0% CO @ 160C
CD vs Reformate @ 160C
CD vs 5% CO @ 160

Figure 40: 5kW F1TPEM fuel cell stack performance with different
%CO mixed IE and reformate fuel.
Note that stack performance is a strong function of temperature and %CO concentration. The
important observation is that when operating on less than pure hydrogen (2-5%) and as current
density increases (> 200 mA/cm2), a higher operating temperatures > 160°C is required.
HTPEM STACK TEST at 160C
Methane Reformate and Pure H2
H2 Stoic = 1.2, Air Stoic = 2.0

Current Density - mA/cm2
Figure E.2 CD vs. 62 Cell HTPEM Stack Power and Efficiency

CD vs Stack Efficiency Reformate
CD vs Stack Efficiency 0% CO

Figure 41: 5kW F1TPEM fuel cell stack power and stack electrical
efficiency vs. current density for pure hydrogen and reformate.
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Consider a CO mole fraction of 5%, there is a large decrease in stack voltage of 26% when
operating at a current density > 150 mA/cm2 as compared to operation on pure hydrogen. However,
operation with a CO mole fraction of 2% the stack voltage decrease is only 5%. Also note that the
performance on reformate which appears to have a CO mole fraction of 1 -2%.
Figure 41 shows the stack power and stack electrical efficiency vs. current density, for pure
hydrogen and reformate. At an operating point of 5kW output and 300mA/cm2, the stack efficiency
is 40%. Note the variation in stack efficiency between pure hydrogen and reformate as the current
density exceeds 300mA/cm2. The decrease is 2.1 % at 300 mA/cm2 and 4.8% at 400 mA/cm2. The
stack efficiency can be increased by adding more cells. For example, increasing the number of cells
from 62 to 80 cells would increase the stack efficiency to 51% with an output power of 5kW and
operating at 220mA/cnr. The important summary here is that when operating with reformate, it is
advantageous to increase the fuel cell stack size by 20%-30% beyond the theoretical stack size.
This increase accommodates the reduced hydrogen purity and allows the stack electrical efficiency
to reach 50%+ at the rated power output. These plots validate the HTPEM stack performance
operating on pure hydrogen and reformate.
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3 Develop improved oxygen permeable membranes for high power density
lithium air battery with simple control systems and reduced cost.
3.1 Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Synthesis of fluorinated hyperbranched polymers for a lithium-air battery membrane that has high
oxygen permeability and low water vapor permeability
Fabrication of an oxygen permeable membrane/cathode assembly
Design and assembly of a lithium-air battery to test component parts
Characterization of battery components
Fabrication of prototype batteries

3.2 Technical Barriers
•
•
•

Achieving both high oxygen permeability and low water vapor permeability in one membrane material
Low electrolyte ionic conductivity, especially with ceramic electrolytes at lower temperatures
Achieving a balance of lithium-air cell performance in terms of capacity, current, and rechargeability

3.3 Technical Targets
•

Oxygen permeability for the membrane > 103 barrer

•

Specific capacity of the cell > 103 mAh/g C

3.4 Accomplishments
•

Synthesized novel fluorinated hyperbranched polymers

•

Fabricated an oxygen permeable membrane with an oxygen permeability of 105 to 106 barrer and low
moisture permeability

•
•
•
•

of > 104 S/cm at temperatures > 40°C
Optimized the cathode formulation
Fabricated numerous button cell lithium-air batteries to evaluate various components
Fabricated numerous Swagelok cell lithium-air batteries to evaluate various components

•
•

Prepared a polymer electrolyte with good ionic conductivity (3 x 1CT4 S/cm)

3.5 Introduction
A lithium-air (Li-air) battery is one of the most energy dense and environmentally friendly electrochemical
power sources that offers great promise for applications including hybrid electric vehicles (FIEV), portable
electronic equipment and devices, etc. The present work was aimed at designing and fabricating a Li-air
rechargeable battery that could provide much higher energy density than either lithium ion (Li-ion) or nickel
based batteries.
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Lithium-air batteries have an anode made of lithium and an “air cathode” made of a porous material that
draws in oxygen from the surrounding air. When the lithium combines with the oxygen it forms lithium
oxide and releases energy. Since the oxygen doesn’t need to be stored in the battery, the cathode is much
lighter than that of a lithium ion battery, which gives lithium-air batteries their high energy density.
However, their open cell structure leads to some new challenges such as the evaporation of liquid
electrolytes and the permeation of moisture into the cells. The micro porous PTFE membrane layer normally
used does not allow sufficient oxygen from the air to diffuse into the battery cathode due to its low oxygen
permeability. In addition, the current liquid organic electrolytes suffer problems such as volatility, high
vapor pressure, flammability, and instability when coupled with a Li metal electrode. The use of solid or
polymer electrolytes is desirable due to their nonvolatile and nonflammable nature as well as suppressing
lithium dendrite formation during recharging.
3.6 Polymer Electrolyte Development for Li-air Battery Use
To improve upon the properties of the electrolyte such as volatility, flammability and air stability, alternative
polymer and gel type electrolytes were explored. Hyperbranched polymer (HBP) materials based on
organosiloxane and polyethylene glycol (PEG) were prepared [30]. Siloxanes are nonvolatile,
nonflammable, highly resistant to oxidation, nontoxic, have a low Tg, and are environmentally benign.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is effective in solvating lithium salts and thus is lithium ion conducting. To
further improve on the electrolyte, polar molecules can be attached to the HBP periphery. For example, the
reaction of tetrakis(dimethylsiloxy)silane with a diacrylate PEG was carried out in toluene in the presence of
a platinum catalyst. A portion of the Si-H end groups (50-90%) was converted into polar groups such as a
cyclic carbonate, which increases the solvation and ion pair separation ability of the HBP. In addition, it is
expected that the fast molecular motion of the hyperbranched side chains will contribute to fast ionic
transport. The polymer was blended with a lithium salt and the ionic conductivity was measured. At present,
the highest ionic conductivity achieved for this electrolyte is 3 x 104 S/cm at room temperature.
3.7 Fabrication of Oxygen Permeable Membrane and Battery Prototype
Novel fluorinated hyperbranched polymers were prepared and used to fabricate oxygen permeable
membranes. All-solid, button cell Li-air batteries were fabricated based on a literature reported ceramic
based solid electrolyte. Characterization of these batteries showed that properties similar to those reported in
the literature could be obtained in our system [26].
Li-air cell fabrication and evaluation were continued in Year 2. To achieve a valid comparison, the
fabrication of the base batteries needed to be reproducible. Thus, Swagelok type Li-air cells with a liquid
organic electrolyte were selected. The Swagelok type Li-air cells showed reproducible performance and
were relatively easier to fabricate due to the fewer number of variables involved. Thus, they served as a
reproducible test platform for evaluating the oxygen permeable membranes. The use of a liquid electrolyte
also minimized issues with interfaces, reproducibility in electrolyte fabrication, and cathode complexity.
The carbon based air cathode plays a critical role in the operation of Li-air batteries. During the battery
discharge process, oxygen from the environment diffuses into the air cathodes and is reduced on the surface
of the carbon, while the formed discharge products, lithium peroxide and lithium oxide, deposit in the pores
of the carbon material [27]. As the discharge products accumulate, the pores of the air cathodes become
increasingly blocked, which, in turn, impedes the diffusion of oxygen and increases the cell internal
resistance. Thus, cathode development was one of the focuses of the project to improve Li-air cell
performance, and included both material selection and process optimization.
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3.8 Results and Discussions
During Year 1, the main focus was on fluorinated hyperbranched polymer (HBP) synthesis, oxygen
permeable membrane fabrication, cathode development, solid electrolyte development, button cell
fabrication, and cell characterization.
A fluorinated HBP was synthesized using MMl’s patented bimolecular non-linear polymerization (BMNLP)
technology and was used in the oxygen selective membrane fabrication. An oxygen permeable membrane
with a commercial porous PTFE/PP support coated with the fluorinated HBP was prepared and evaluated.
The air cathodes for the lithium-air battery were based on nickel foam (current collector), carbon (electrical
conductor), LAGP (lithium aluminum germanium phosphate based ion conductor), and PTFE (binder). The
formulation was optimized in order to evaluate the best cell capacity and performance. The use of a cobalt
catalyst was explored and found to enhance the cell capacity.
During Year 1, solid button cells were fabricated utilizing a Ni/C/LAGP/PTFE based cathode, a
PC(Li20)/EAGP/PC(BN) solid electrolyte, and a lithium metal anode. The cells were tested under dry air
using a 0.1 mA discharge current. The open circuit voltages (OCV) of the cells were above 3.1 V, however,
the cells did not show any discharge capacity at room temperature. When the cells were tested at elevated
temperature (60-80°C) they showed some discharge capacity even in the absence of any catalyst in the
cathode. The cell capacity increased as the amount of carbon in the cathode increased. In addition, and as
expected, the specific cell capacity was greatly enhanced with the addition of a C03O4 catalyst in the cathode
(1160 mAh/g C).
Although the cells showed some promising properties, the maximum discharge current allowed was low.
The internal resistance of the cells was very high at room temperature (> 2000 ohm) although it decreased
with increasing temperature. However, the same or even higher internal resistance with a single layer
polymer electrolyte compared to that of a three-layer electrolyte suggests that the interfaces, not the
electrolyte itself, are the main factors for the high internal resistance and thus low discharge current. A cell
with a liquid electrolyte wetted interface between the solid electrolyte and the Li anode showed significantly
improved cell capacity.
In Year 2, our focus turned to optimizing the cell performance by means of optimization of the various
components used to fabricate the cell. The parameters that were evaluated included: (1) carbon source, (2)
cathode processing method, (3) catalyst, (4) discharge current, and (5) oxygen permeable membrane.3
3.8.1 Effect of Carbon Source on Cell Capacity
The surface area and pore volume of the carbon material is critical to the cell capacity. Ketjen black 600JD
(KJ) and C65 were investigated as the carbon source and some of their properties are listed in Table 9. KJ is
a high surface area and high pore volume carbon while C65 is a low surface area and low pore volume
carbon. It is not surprising that the cells fabricated with the KJ based cathodes exhibited significantly larger
capacity than that of the C65 based cathodes (Figure 42).
Table 9: Surface area and pore volume of KJ and C65 carbons [26].
Carbon type
Ketjen black 600JD (KJ)
C65

Surface area (BET)
(nr/g)
1400
62

64

Pore volume
(cm3/g)
2.47
0.32

Time (hrs.)

Figure 42: Discharge profiles of cells with a KJ based cathode (816-51C), and
with a C65 based cathode (816-59C) at the same carbon loading level.
3.8.2 Effect of Cathode Process Method on Cell Capacity
Three different cathode processes were evaluated. Sonication and ultrasonication were used to better mix the
material and to enable the paste to better penetrate into the nickel foam pores. However, the cells of 81664A and 816-64B showed much lower capacity than that of the cathode made by “applying and pressing”
(Figure 43). A possible reason for this may be a loose electrical contact between the carbon and metal since
no pressing was applied. Another attempt to better mix the paste using ultrasonication greatly improved the
cell performance and the cell capacity increased to more than double. A possible reason is that the
ultrasonication process helps the catalyst to disperse more uniformly on the surface of the carbon material.

2.5 ~

20-

Time (hrs.)

Figure 43: Discharge profiles of cells with different cathode processes: “applying and pressing” (81651B), “mixing and sonication” (816-64A), and “ultrasonication and pressing” (816-78C).
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3.8.3 Effect of Catalyst on Cell Capacity
Oxygen reduction and oxygen evolution are two reversible reactions in lithium-air batteries. Although the
reactions can occur without a catalyst, they are very slow processes. The use of catalysts can facilitate both
reactions although few bi-functional catalysts have been reported [29], Thus, commercial C03O4 nano
powder was incorporated into the cathode to perform as the catalyst. The addition of Co304 greatly increased
the cell capacity, as shown in Figure 44.

Time (hrs.)

Figure 44: Discharge profiles of cells with a catalyst (816-5 IB), and without a catalyst (816-78A).
3.8.4 Effect of Discharge Current on Cell Capacity
The discharge current significantly affects the cell capacity. A discharge capacity of 2620 mAh/g C was
observed when the discharge current is 0.1 mA (78C). Increasing the current to 0.2 mA decreased the
capacity to 1261 mAh/g C (78D). Further increasing the current to 0.5 mA caused the cell capacity to
decrease even further to 397 mAh/g C (78E) (Figure 45).

Time (hrs.)

Figure 45: Discharge profiles of the same batch of cells tested under different
discharge currents: 0.1 mA (78C), 0.2 mA (78D), and 0.5 mA (78E).
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3.8.5 Oxygen Permeable Membrane Development
The fluorinated hyperbranched polymer was futher optimized by attaching fluorocarbon end groups and then
used for membrane fabrication. The fabricated oxygen permeable membranes were evaluated for oxygen
and water vapor permeability. As can be seen from the results of Table 10, the oxygen permeability of the
membranes was very high. However, the water vapor permeability, although significantly reduced, was still
relatively high at 110 g/m12 day. Further optimization and improvement of the fluorinated HBP membrane
material will be required to further reduce the water vapor permeability.
Table 10: Oxygen and water vapor permeability of the membranes.

Sample
JC806-159
JC806-159
JC806-159
JC806-159
JC816-81
JC816-81
JC816-81
JC816-81
JC816-112
JC816-112
JC816-112
JC816-112

HBP
layer

HBP end
groups

cc/nr day
93160
63487

Single
layer
Si-H end
groups
Double
layer

Single
layer

OTR

WVTR
Barrer

g/m2 day

1.23 x 106 * *
8.79 x 105
367
301

40052
47257

6.31 x 105
6.54 x 105 *
192
172

Fluorocarbon
end groups

54427
62537

7.54 x 105
8.66 x 105

110

Average total
membrane
thickness

110 pm

150 pm

110 pm

149

1 Barrer = 10 11 (cm3 *02) cm cm"2 s ' mmHg
The membrane made from fluorocarbon terminated HBP showed promising results with relatively high
oxygen permeability and low water vapor permeability compared to the Si-H terminated HBP membranes.
Permeability testing was done under isolated conditions. When testing for oxygen permeability, dry gases
were used and no moisture was present, while for the moisture permeability testing, no oxygen was present.
In order to test the membranes under conditions closer to real use, a batch of membranes was prepared and
sent to Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL) for oxygen permeability testing under various humidity
conditions. The PNNL results indicated that the membrane is suitable for a Li-air battery application
operating at ambient air and pressure, but at a low moisture condition. The current state of the membrane
needs further development to minimize its moisture permeability.

3.9 Conclusions (Li-Air battery development and fabrication)
Novel fluorinated hyperbranched polymers were prepared and used to fabricate oxygen permeable
air cathode materials in designing and fabricating a Li-air rechargeable battery that could provide
much higher energy density than either lithium ion (Li-ion) or nickel based batteries. During year
one, all-solid, button cell Li-air batteries were fabricated based on a literature reported ceramic
based solid electrolyte. During year two, Li-air battery cell fabrication and evaluation were
continued. To achieve a valid comparison, the fabrication of the base batteries needed to be
reproducible. Thus, Swagelok type Li-air cells with a liquid organic electrolyte were selected. The
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Swagelok type Li-air cells showed reproducible performance and were relatively easier to fabricate
due to the fewer number of variables involved. Thus, they served as a reproducible test platform for
evaluating the oxygen permeable membranes. The use of a liquid electrolyte also minimized issues
with interfaces, reproducibility in electrolyte fabrication, and cathode complexity. Characterization
of these batteries showed that properties similar to those reported in the literature could be obtained
in our system.

4 Research and develop of novel high energy yield agriculture bio-crop
(Miscanthus) suitable for reformate fuel/alternative fuel with minimum
impact on human food chain.
4.1 Abstract
Activities during the project period focused on a literature review to achieve three goals: (/)
compile reports on the recent, unprecedented number of anaerobic digesters that have been installed
in Europe and are fed with C4 (Miscanthus) perennial grass; (//) assess performance benefits and
drawbacks of established, saleable systems for the same; and (///) obtain baseline performance data
that will enable us to adapt the cost- and energy-balance models we had developed in the past year
toward hypothetical scenarios of fann-scale electricity production using methane produced by
anaerobic digestion of ensiled grass. We successfully completed the review; and we are positioned
to complete the cost- and energy-balance model.
4. 2 Introduction
Ethanol from C4 (miscanthus) perennial grasses: transportation cost dilemma
Previously, we focused our efforts on developing spreadsheet software to simulate cost- and
energy-balances for the production of C4 perennial grasses under year 2011 economic conditions in
southern Michigan. We applied that software to compare hypothetical production scenarios in
which baled switchgrass or baled miscanthus would be produced at individual fanns and
subsequently shipped to a lignocellulosic ethanol producer.
In the future, as US producers of lignocellulosic ethanol begin to enter the market; it is likely their
business models will be driven by economy of scale. Production will necessarily entail shipping
large amounts of biomass over long distances to centralized, large-scale biorefmeries. A key result
of our spreadsheet analysis is that such transportation represents a sizeable fraction of the total
costs of miscanthus and switchgrass production (Figure 46).
A second cost concern with the above long-distance-shipping scenario pertains to the loss of dry
matter associated with the practice of delaying harvest until winter. This delay is practiced so the
crop can naturally dry in the field; resulting in a significant reduction in the weight of water that
would be transported in the baled product. For example, at peak summer season, miscanthus can
have moisture concentrations exceeding 60 wt%.; this value can be reduced to approximately 20
wt% by delaying harvest until the following winter. Unfortunately, this practice is also
accompanied by significant dry matter loss (33% is typical for miscanthus); and this in turn reduces
the amount of useful material that can be converted to biofuels.
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■ transport
■ property tax
■ land rent
■ harvest ops
■ pre-harvest ops
■ operating inputs

Figure 46: Effects of land rental versus land ownership on simulated production costs of
miscanthus and switchgrass assuming 2011 economic conditions in southern Michigan.
Simulations assume baled harvest is truck-transported to a biorefmery (75 miles round trip).
Methane from ensiled C4 perennial crops
Thus, a potentially more desirable scenario of biofuel production would entail short distance
shipping of a C4 perennial crop that is harvested in early autumn, when both dry matter content and
moisture are at maximum levels. In that scenario, wet harvest (chopped miscanthus) would be
immediately ensiled at the farmstead, a method that is frequently used on US and European farms
to preserve and store a variety of plant biomass materials as animal feed. Once-a-year harvest
would be stored as silage that would in turn be transported, piecemeal, to a biofuel producer on a
continuous basis throughout the remainder of the year.
Recently, that strategy has been adopted by several European countries as they plan the
development of an infrastructure for geographically-distributed production of methane by anaerobic
digestion of ensiled C4 perennial grasses (Table 11). Among the countries listed in Table 11, a
common strategy is the construction of a network of small-scale systems for use in townships and
individual farms. In parallel, large-scale digesters are planned as either retrofitted municipal
wastewater treatment plants; or new installations at organic waste producers such as
slaughterhouses and food processing companies. Another common strategy is the co-fermentation
of ensiled C4 perennial grass with locally-produced organic waste; particularly animal manure. As
discussed in the following section, the economic driver for such co-fermentation is that it
significantly improves methane yield above that from manure alone.
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Reference
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Table 11: Selected publications on anaerobic digestion of grasses; Part 1 of 3.

Comments

Extensive literature review. Mono-fermentation of 6
0.128
Amon et al. (2007)

AT

42

to
0.392

grassland variants plus sunflower, maize, wheat, rye,
and triticale.

Model predicts methane yield as

function of wt% of crude fiber, N-free extracts,
protein, and fat.

Baserga and Egger
(1997)

0.5 to

DE

Budzianowski and
Chasiak (2011)

DE

Cime et al. (2007)

FT

0.6

Digestion of fresh-cut grass.
Extensive literature review of German experiences
with digestion of grass and grass silage. Focus is
identifying feasible systems for use in Poland.
2-stage digestion of grass silage using leach-bed

Chynoweth et al.
(1993)
Energiewerkstatt.
Projekt (2007)

Jake! (2000)

4.4

0.27
0.16 to

US

AT

0.39

1.4

60

DE

0.81

US

dry

DE

Kusch (2007)

DE

KTBL (2005)

DE

Bjomsson (2006)

Digestion of grass silage

Mono-fermentation of switchgrass.

matter
3.5

to

0.26

440

Lehtomaki and

2-stage CSTR; Referenced in Nizami and Murphy
(2010) as one of the only large scale reactors mono-

0.18
per kg

50
Koch et al. (2009)

Digestion of fresh-cut grass

fermenting grass silage.

Katsvai.ro and
Pul lammanappallil
(2007)

0.3

system of Lehtomaki and Bjomsson (2006)

42

0.65
0.63

Mono-fermentation of grass silage in CSTR loop
reactor
Co-fermentation of grass silage with biological wastes
in a percolation system.
Digestion of grass silage
Mono-fermentation of grass silage in leach-bed

FT

50

0.39

reactor
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Linke et al. (2003)

M e th a n e y ie ld
(m 3K /k g V S )

(2008)

R e te n tio n tim e (d a y s)

Lehtomaki et al.

O rg a n ic L o a d in g R ate (k g
V S / m 3 d ay )

Reference

C o u n try o f O rig in

Table 12: Selected publications on anaerobic digestion of grasses; Part 2 of 3.

FT

3.1

55

0.2

DE

0.54

Comments

Mono-fennentation of grass silage in leach-bed
reactor
Digestion of grass silage
Co-digestion of manure with either perennial ryegrass

Mahnert et al. (2005)

DE

1.42

140

0.65 to
0.86

0.191
Masse et al. (2010)

CA

to
0.309

Murphy and Power
(2009)
Niebaum and Dohler
(2004)
Nizami and Murphy
(2010)

Pokoj et al. (2010)

Prochnow et al (2005)

(Folium perenne), cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata) or
meadow foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis). More than
90% of yield gathered within 11 days
Co-digestion of ensiled switchgrass with swine
manure: 25% more methane was produced by 2 cut
strategy of harvest. Focus is to identify viable
practices for adoption in Canada.
A review paper focused on identifying feasible

IRE

systems for use in Ireland.

DE

0.58

Digestion of grass silage
An extensive review with focus on digestion of grass

IRE

PL

0.305

1.3 to
1.42

60

0.14 to
0.41

silage. Focus is identifying feasible systems for use in
Ireland.
Mono-fennentation of silages of maize (Zea mays),
sorghum (Sorghum saccharatum), mi scan thus
giganteous and miscanthus sacchariflorus.
AD of meadow foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis)

DE

harvested at different times.
Mono-fennentation of cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata

Seppala et al. (2009)

FT

0.25 to
0.39

L.), tall fescue (Festuca arundin arundinaceae
Schreb.), reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinaceae L.),
and timothy grass (Phleum pratense L.) harvested at
various stages of development.

Uellendahl et al.
(2008)

DK

0.2 to
0.36

Energy balance and cost-benefit analysis of the effects
of oxidative pre-treatment on mono-fermentation of
miscanthus giganteous, willow, and com.
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Table 13: Selected publications on anaerobic digestion of grasses; Part 3 of 3.

mass.
0.33

Digestion of grass silage in loop reactor
Review of anaerobic digestion practices in US and
Europe. Focus is identifying feasible systems for use
in UK.

Yu et al. (2002)

US

1.7

190

0.24

2-stage digestion of grass silage using leach-bed
system of Lehtomaki and Bjomsson (2006)

0.24 to
Zauner and Kiintzel
(1986)

DE

1 to 6

6 to
22

0.356
liters

Digestion of mixed grass silages, com, sugar beet
leaves, and beans

(kg

rsy1
Zielonka et al. (2007)

DE

0.6

26

0.33

Digestion of grass silage in leach-bed reactor

Another common strategy among European countries in Table 11-13 is to design an anaerobic
digester infrastructure to not only produce energy; but also manage septage waste. A key feature is
the application of solid- and liquid digestates to farmland; in order to conserve nutrients, minimize
fertilizer imports, and reduce waterway pollution.
Each country in Table 11-13 plans different primary uses for energy produced by that country’s
anaerobic digester network. For example, Sweden’s primary goal is distributed production of
methane as a transportation fuel. In contrast, Germany’s primary goal is a network of methanefueled electric power plants, many of which are small units located on individual farms.
Since 2000, a record number of silage-to-methane plants have been constructed in Europe.
Government incentives have largely stimulated that construction. Most significant in this regard is
Germany’s enactment of a fixed feed-in tariff in 2000; creating a fixed price for electricity over a
twenty year period; a fixed price that has since greatly stimulated usage of the technology. In
2000, Germany had approximately 1000 biogas fueled power plants making approximately 100
MW of electricity; by 2010, Germany produced twenty-five times as much electricity from six
times as many power plants; many of which are on-farm units (Budzianowski and Chasiak 2011).
Since 2000, European corporations have become leading international developers of anaerobic
digester technology; particularly small-scale, on-farm units. Examples of European technology are
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recently appearing in the US. For example, Organic Waste Systems of Belgium recently installed
approximately fifteen systems in the Midwest; primarily at livestock operations (Dr. Schilling
recently visited one such facility, Scenic View Daily, in Freeport, Michigan). Another company,
Swedish Biogas, LLC, is currently installing a system at the Flint, Michigan, wastewater treatment
plant (Dr. Schilling recently visited this facility).
Since 2000, a substantial number of research and development publications have appeared in the
engineering literature describing recent advances in anaerobic digestion. Below, we reviewed key
publications to provide baseline data from which to adapt our software to simulate a cost- and
energy-balance for miscanthus-to-biomethane in a southern Michigan setting. The review is
structured as follows:
1. Identify emerging trends in engineering performance regarding anaerobic digestion of C4
perennial grasses.
2. Assess the right technology that would be suitable for use with C4 perennial grasses in the
US.
3. Identify retention times, organic loading rates, and methane productivity statistics for use in
our cost- and energy-balance model.
4. 3 Literature review
4. 3.1 Empirical measurements of methane yield
Table 11-13 presents a listing of selected references reporting measured yields of methane
produced by anaerobic digestion of grasses. Several points are noteworthy from a review of those
papers:
• Several references in Table 11-13 report mono-digestion of grass silage, although
equipment and experimental conditions differ among studies. At the present time, the
central practice in Europe with grass silage is to co-digest with livestock manure. This
practice is exercised because, with manure alone, high concentrations of ammonia-nitrogen
reduce methane yield. Koch et al. (2009) reviewed the literature on the recently emerging
practice of co-fennenting manure with various carbon sources including grasses. Key
references on the scientific basis of this practice are Sterling et al. (2001); Strik et al.
(2006); and Van Velsen (1979).
•

Table 11-13 gives an overview of measured methane production from various systems that
were fed with grass. Methane yields vary by a factor of four, ranging between 0.12 and 0.81
m3N CH4 per kg volatile solids. It goes without saying that methane yield is a critical
variable used to estimate the cost balance of an anaerobic digester. Unfortunately, caution
should be used when comparing methane yields among the references in Table 11-13
because yield is influenced by a several variables, which are not consistent from one
reference to the next; variables such as organic loading rate, retention time, equipment
design, and feedstock composition. Below, we will review one of the more important
variables: feedstock composition.

4. 3. 2 Recalcitrance
Recalcitrance is a term adopted from the lignocellulosic ethanol literature to describe a feedstock’s
inability to hydrolyze and subsequently ferment. Three primary variables influence recalcitrance:
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1. Specific surface area. Small particles with porous (i.e., mechanically fractured)
microstructures are desirable; providing maximum surface area on which microbial
reactions can occur.
2. The concentration of cellulose (recalcitrant) versus that of hemicellulose, starch, and
simple sugars (all three are digestible). All four polymers are rigid, helical molecules
made of anhydroglucose mers having the same elemental composition, but slightly
different stereochemistry (which in turn controls digestibility). A simple explanation is
that, in cellulose, P-D glucose mers attach to one another with a relatively small bond
angle to form a tightly-wound helix; the dimensions of which are too small to
accommodate reactant molecules. In contrast, a-D glucose mers in hemicellulose,
starch, and simple sugars attach to one another with a relatively larger bond angle,
thereby forming a helix with larger dimensions; which in turn makes more space for
reactants. Hemicellulose, starch, and simple sugars are more bio-available, so to speak.
3. Lignin concentration. It turns out lignin is one of the least digestible constituents of
plant matter. Moreover, it’s often intimately mixed with hemicellulose on a molecular
scale; too much lignin can prevent access of reactant molecules to hemicellulose, thus
reducing methane yield. Lignin concentrations vary with the type of grass and the time
of year.
It is known that the chemical composition of perennial grass varies with the time of year (Chemey
et al. 1986); thus it can be expected that methane yield of anaerobically digested perennial grass
should vary as well. Several authors have experimentally evaluated this effect (Amon et al. 2007;
Gunaseelanl997; Kaparaju et al. 2002; Lehtomaki et al. 2008; Masse et al. 2010; Prochnow et al.
2005); however, the results are inconsistent. Lehtomaki et al. (2008) reported increased methane
yields upon delaying harvest of several grasses. Kaparaju et al. (2002), Prochnow et al. (2005), and
Masse et al (2010) reported the opposite trend. The latter reference is noteworthy, as it reports
significant decreases in methane yields with plant maturity (switchgrass): from 0.27 - 0.31 m3N
CH4 per kg volatile solids in mid-summer to 0.19-0.25 m3N CH4 per kg volatile solids in early fall.
It is also interesting that Masse et al. (2010) reported production of 25% more methane per hectare
of switchgrass when a two-cut harvesting strategy was used instead of a single-harvest in late
summer.
Also noteworthy are the recent experiments of Pokoj et al. (2010) who compared methane yields of
com maize and miscanthus giganteous (Table 12). Although both crops have comparable total- and
volatile-solids, the methane yield of miscanthus is only 42% of that for maize. This is attributed to
the fact that the concentrations of recalcitrant matter (cellulose, lignin) are significantly lower in
maize as opposed to miscanthus (maize has 54% as much cellulose; 36% as much lignin). Another
contributing factor is that miscanthus has 20% as much of the highly-digestible, water-soluble
carbohydrate as maize.
Earlier, we mentioned the unprecedented, European build-out of a network infrastructure of
anaerobic digesters over the past decade. We also discussed the scientific basis of why non-food
crops (perennial grasses, woody matter) are more recalcitrant than food crops and annual grasses
(both of which are more digestible because they contain less cellulose, less lignin, and more
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hemicellulose, more starch, and more simple sugars). From the standpoint of a fanner’s cost of
operation, it turns out the former class of materials (perennial grasses, woody crops) exhibit less
annual yield of methane per hectare. Thus, European fanners, who earn income from anaerobic
digestion, are faced with the decision of selecting the right crop (food versus non-food) that most
economically produces the highest (methane) yield per hectare. Some European fanners are
selecting the food crops, sugar sorghum and com maize, to achieve that goal. Methane yield data in
Figure 47 show the motivation for this trend (Pokoj et al. 2010). Nizami and Murphy (2010) wrote
an excellent review paper assessing recent trends in European digester technologies and feedstock
selection practices. They report, “Grass silage is the most important substrate after maize silage for
biogas plants in Germany (Rdsch et al 2007) and one of the most used co-substrates in agricultural
biogas plants between 2002 and 2004 in Germany (Weiland 2006). Still the use of biomethane from
substrates like grass silage in Europe is modest compared to other raw materials (Abraham et al.
2007).”
In an effort to reduce the anaerobic digestion of food crops, research publications are beginning to
report use of oxidative pretreatment (steam explosion) to increase methane yields of perennial
grasses (Lissens et al. 2004; Sorensen et al. 2007; Uellendahl et al. 2008). Pretreatment methods
resemble those recently under development in the lignocellulosic ethanol industry. Uellendahl et al.
(2008) report experimental measurements on the use of oxidative pretreatment and subsequent
mono-digestion of com, willow, and miscanthus giganteous. For the latter crop, methane yield
nearly doubled upon pretreatment (0.2 to 0.36 m3N / kg VS). The same authors reported a cost- and
energy-balance model, showing that pre-treatment improves net energy consumption and operating
costs in a Danish economic setting. We believe this method of pre-treatment will not be adopted on
the farm, unless the experimental technology is streamlined and developed to the point where the
equipment is affordable and systems operation is simpler to manage.
Table 14. Experimental measurements of the compositions and methane yields of com maze (Zea.
may L.) and miscanthus x giganteous (Pokoj et al. 2010). VS = volatile solids.
Parameter

Z. mays L.

Miscanthus x giganteous

Total solids (g/kg)

84 ± 7.9

88 ± 14.1

Volatile solids (g/kg)

78.4 ± 7.4

79.3 ± 13.2

Water-soluble carbohydrates (% VS) 6.48 ±0.091

1.32 ±0.05

Cellulose (% VS)

19.37 ± 3.8

35.85 ±7.03

Lignin (% VS)

2.81 ±0.19

7.7 ± 0.97

Methane yield (m3N / kg VS)

0.337

0.14
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S. saccharatum
□ Ystoic biometric

M. x giganteus
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Figure 47: Pokoj et al. (2010) compares experimentally measured and theoretically predicted yields
of methane from the following silages: com maize (Z. mays L.), sugar sorghum (S. saccharatum),
and two types of miscanthus. Theoretical yields are predicted by the methods of O’Rourke
(Ystoichiometric) and Chandler (Yiignin).
4. 4 Models predicting methane yield
Earlier, it was mentioned that empirical measurements of methane yield are controlled by feedstock
composition. It turns out three methods are published to estimate methane yield as a function of
substrate composition, methods involving proximate analysis (the so-called Methane Energy Value
Model), elementary composition (O’Rourke’s method), and lignin content (Chandler’s method).
4. 4.1

Methane energy value model

Amon et al. (2007) reviewed published models for kinetics of anaerobic digestion of organic
wastes. Based on that review, Amon et al. (2007) developed the so-called Methane Energy Value
Model, which estimates methane yield as a function of four variables, the concentrations of protein,
fat, crude fiber, and nitrogen-free extract. The authors reported preliminary results on the use of
this model with grass; however, the results are inconclusive. A summary of this model is presented
below:
Methane yield (In CH4 kg4 VS) = spxp + sjxj + scxc + s„x„
xp = protein concentration (wt fraction DM)
Xf= fat concentration (wt fraction DM)
xc = crude fiber concentration (wt fraction DM)
x„ = concentration of nitrogen-free extract (wt fraction DM)
sp = specific methane yield from protein = 490 1N CH4 kg4 VS
sj = specific methane yield from fat = 850 In CH4 kg4 VS
sc = specific methane yield from crude fiber = 395 In CH4 kg4 VS
,v„ = specific methane yield from nitrogen-free extract = 395 In CH4 kg4 VS
4. 4. 2 O’Rourke’s method
O’Rourke’s equation enables one to estimate methane yield based on elemental composition (Nyns
1986):
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In this model, methane yield = Yhtolc|llomctl1c = (4a + b - 2c - 3//)/8 moles of methane per mole of
plant biomass Ct,II/,0(N(/. Pokoj et al. (2010) measured elementary compositions of ensiled
miscanthus giganteous, reporting that a = 36.53, b = 51.92, c = 29.25, d = 1 for that material, hi
that study, O’Rourke’s equation was shown to overestimate experimentally measured yields of
methane produced by ensiled miscanthus giganteous and three other ensiled plant materials shown
in Figures 47 and 48.
4. 4. 3 Chandler’s method
Chandler (1989) reports that the biodegradable weight fraction (B) is negatively proportional to the
lignin weight fraction (which is described as ADL = weight fraction acid detergent lignin),
according the following equation: B = 0.83 - (0.028 ADL). With that model, methane yield is
expressed as Y|,„nm and is the multiplication product of B and Yhtolc|llomctl1c. Using that method,
Pokoj et al. (2010) compared theoretical predictions of methane yield with experimentally
measured yields of methane produced by ensiled miscanthus and silages of the other materials
shown in Figure 48. hi all cases, it is shown that Chandler’s method provides better estimates of
methane yield than O’Rourke’s method. It is also shown that yield predictions from Chandler’s
method are in reasonable agreement with measured yields, but only for the two silages having
compositions that are most digestible (com maize and sorghum). For the remaining two silages
(both miscanthus varieties), Chandler’s method over-estimates methane yield by a significant
margin.

VS (g)

Figure 48: Experimental measurements of methane yield during mono-digestion of four silages
(Pokoj et al. 2010).
4. 5 Equipment considerations for perennial grass
Numerous anaerobic digester technologies and combinations of such technologies are available;
from one-stage batch dry systems to two-stage wet continuous systems; from one-stage continuous
wet systems to two-stage systems incorporating a batch dry reactor coupled with a second stage
high-rate reactor. Nizami and Murphy (2010) published an excellent review paper entitled, “What
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type of digester configurations should be employed to produce biomethane from grass silage?”
Key points from that review are mentioned below:
Continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTR) are commonly employed in modem wastewater
treatment plants and have been shown to be successful with grass silage and mixtures of manure
with grass silage. This design is most common in approximately 90% of newly erected wet
digesters in Europe. The popularity of the design is due to its ease of operation and relatively low
capital costs. Several authors report experimental observations of the use of CSTRs with various
grasses; Koch et al. (2009) provides a detailed review of previous work concerning the same. In
that review paper, a notable article describes a commercial scale CSTR in Austria that
demonstrated rather high yields of methane (0.55 m3N / kg VS) when fed with grass silage
(Energiewerkstatt Projekt 2007).
Nizami and Murphy (2010) argue that, when fed with grass silage, the CSTR process is slow
(retention times typically at 40 days and above). They also argue that much of the work on process
optimization of CSTR with grass silage to date has been conducted in laboratory or pilot studies.
The authors conclude, “So far, limited and inconclusive work has been undertaken to improve the
design of reactors for enhanced biogas production from grass silage.” The authors suggest that the
best potential technology for grass silage is the so-called UASB reactor (up flow anaerobic sludge
blanket), which is currently under development and is a high-rate digestion technology capable of
reducing retention times to approximately twenty days.
A major concern with CSTR reactors is the need for dilute feedstocks (~ 5 wt % dry matter); which
in turn yield large amounts of liquid digestate. It’s not easy to dispose of this liquid. It shouldn’t
be drained into a waterway; it’s usually land-applied as fertilizer, but only during the growing
season, requiring a significant amount of farmland plus a significant investment in catchment
ponds, pumps, and so on. Another concern with CSTRs is parasitic energy losses associated with
the operation of pumps and stilling motors.
In order to address both concerns, a number of companies are pioneering the development of socalled dry reactors, where the concentration of dry matter is between 20 to 40%. Historically, that
technology has been used for biowaste and separated municipal solid waste; more recently, it is
adapted to ensiled grass (De Baere and Mattheeuws 2008; De Bare 2008). Organic Waste Systems
of Belgium is perhaps the most well-known corporation which has commercialized a dry digester
system; the so-called DRANCO process, which is and has been recently introduced to the US (De
Baere and Mattheeuws 2008; De Bare 2008).
One of the more novel approaches we reviewed is a dry batch process described by Weiland
(2003), where a gas-tight, transportable shipping container is loaded with baled grass silage (~ 68%
liquid) that undergoes anaerobic digestion over a time period of weeks. Weiland (2003) envisions a
farm would have a series of three or four such containers, each loaded and unloaded at different
time periods to make overall production more or less continuous. The author claims the method is
advantageous because it involves relatively simple equipment; and loading / unloading can be
performed with equipment already existing at the farm.
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5 Extend math and science alternative energy educator program to include bio
energy and power
5.1 Abstract
The scope of the project is to develop a Bio-Energy STEM education module as a component of the
Kettering University Sustainable Energy Education Program and pilot the nuclear energy module as
an addition to the core SEEP program Sustainable Energy Workshop for Science and Technology
Teachers.
5.2 General objectives for this program
■

Describe the social/economic benefit of using bio-energy

■

Describe the types of bio-energy and how they can be used to generate gas

■

Describe how a biofuel digester plant generates power

■

Describe and explore careers in bio-energy

5.3 The target audience
The target population for the Teacher Workshop is upper elementary, middle school and high
school teachers; community college instructors and university professors. Participants will be given
the skills to integrate sustainable energy into their curriculum to satisfy Michigan science
curriculum standards and expectations.
5.4 Instructional strategy
The general approach to the course design will be an interactive-hands-on instructional workshop
setting using models, cutaways and demonstration stations.
5.5 Approach to workshop development
An Instructional Systems Design (ISD) approach for program and course development will be used.
This approach includes the following five phases and elements generally referred to as ADDIE.
There are 5 phases to this process and are as follows:
Phase 1: Needs Analysis
The first phase would consist of a content needs analysis identifying the training needs of the target
audience. The outcome of this needs analysis process will be specific design requirements.
Phase 2: Program Design
This phase would be completed following the analysis of each module. A module design document
will be generated and reviewed detailing the specific objectives for each module with learning
points. A learning strategy for each audience, media selection and assessment strategy will be
generated and reviewed. Recognizing that no training is effective solely on its own, a reward/
benefits strategy will be introduced to help encourage learner participation.
Phase 3: Course Materials Development
Following approval of the assessment strategy, learning strategy, media selection and design
documents, the instructional elements will be created. Appropriate instructional strategy elements
will be created. A Workshop Rollout Plan will also be developed.
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Phase 4: Program Implementation
A Pilot Workshop will be facilitated by a Kettering Professor to be identified and coordinated by
IMS.
Phase 5: Evaluate and Revise
Upon the completion of the workshop an evaluation process will be implemented to collect
participant data to confirm learner understanding and application of concepts into the work
environment. This data can be used to further refine and revise the workshop.
5.6 Workshop development tasks
Phase 1 Conduct Content Needs Analysis

1. Conduct literature review
2. Conduct a content focus group meeting with bio-Energy Subject Matter Experts
(SME)
2. Conduct a content development meeting with identified Kettering Staff
3. Develop a content outline based on input from focus group sessions for use in the
instructional design process
Phase 2 Develop Instructional Design

1. Develop/ refine learning objectives for the course to include both terminal and enabling
objectives
2. Identify the potential instructional strategy methodologies to be developed
3. Identify the learning activities that will engage the participants in the learning process
4. List activities that will help the students leam the content
5. Create an instructional design document to guide the course development
process
Phase 3 Develop Participant Resource Manual

1. Review existing instructional materials
2. Develop the instructional courseware for this specific course
3. Synthesize the courseware into a viable workshop
4. Validate the instruction to ensure it accomplishes all goals and objectives
5. Acquire necessary instructional materials and equipment for workshop
Phase 4 Workshop Implementation

1. Identify potential participants
2. Develop workshop marketing strategy
3. Set date and conduct workshop
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Phase 5 Evaluation

1. Design evaluation tool
2. Conduct evaluation at the conclusion of the workshop
3. Review evaluation forms and summarize response
4. Identify sections requiring modification
5.7 Project deliverables
Phase 1 Content Needs Analysis

1. Workshop content outline

Phase 2 Instructional Design

1. Learning objectives for the workshop
2. Instructional design document including instructional strategy methodologies
3. List of learning activities that will engage the participants in the learning process

Phase 3 Material Development

1. Participant Resource Manual
2. Recommendations for hands-on materials such as models, cutaways, working
examples, assembly kits (Note: Precise materials lists will be generated as part of the
course design process)
Phase 4 Implementation

1. Conduct Workshop

Phase 5 Evaluation

1. Review and summarize evaluation results identifying successes and develop
recommendations for improvement
5.8 Progress
Phase 1 Content Needs Analysis-Completed

1. Literature review has been completed.
2. Individual meetings with bio-energy Subject Matter Experts have been conducted.
SME meetings have been completed with:
a. Swedish Biogas USA President Tom Guise
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b. Kettering Professor Jennifer Aurandt and toured the Swedish Bio Gas lab.
c. Dr. Chris Schilling-Bio Energy Expert, Saginaw Valley State University
d. Dr. David Benson.
3. Workshop content outline (see following pages) has been developed and is in the final
process of being reviewed, finalized and approved.
Phase 2 Instructional Design-Completed (See ISD Document in Addendum)

1. Learning objectives for the workshop have developed for each module of the workshop.
2. The development of the instructional design document including instructional strategy
methodologies has been completed.
3. The identification and/or development of learning activities that will engage the
participants in the learning process have been identified.

Phase 3 Material Development-In Process

1. Participant Resource Manual
a. Module 1 development has been completed
b. Module 2 will be completed by June 30, 2012
c. Module 3 will be completed by June 30, 2012
d. Module 4 development has been completed.
2. Recommendations for hands-on materials such as models, cutaways, working examples,
assembly kits (Note: Precise materials lists will be generated as part of the course
design process)
Phase 4 Implementation

1.

Due to a lack of funding in the DOE grant, we will delay implementation of the
workshop until we can leverage funding from the NSF Great Lakes Fuel Cell Education
Partnership during the 2012-2013 in coordination with the Sustainable Energy Education
Workshop for Science and Technology Teachers being conducted for the Partnership by
Kettering University.
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Bio Energy Workshop for Teachers
Module 1: Energy Basics

Instructional Design Document
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Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 1 of________________________________________ _______________________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
of energy units

Obj. #

Objective:

Define energy terms, identify types
and explain the underlying basic

energy concepts
Evaluation Strategy:

Content
Energy, Work, Power, and heat
Energy Units of Power and Energy

Instructional
Strategy
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Activity/Media
Extension Question
Discussion Question
Matching Energy Units
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Bloom
Objective
Key Word
Discuss
Explain

Required Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 2_of_________________________________________ _________________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
globally and personally
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

World Primary Energy
Consumption
US Gas Prices
World Demand is Increasing
Types of Energy Consumption
US Energy Flow Trends
Making it Personal-Household Use

Obj. #

Instructional
Strategy
Interactive
Presentation
Interactive
Presentation
Interactive
Presentation
Interactive
Presentation
Interactive
Presentation
Interactive
Presentation

Objective: Explain today’s demand for energy

Activity/Media

Discussion

Bloom
Objectiv
e Key
Word
Analysis

Required
Materials

Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Benson’s Household Demo

Appraise

Extending to City and State

Calculate
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Handouts

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 3 of________________________________________ _____________________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
footprints
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Reserves to Production Ratio
Concept
Reserves to Production RatioNatural Gas
Reserves to Production Ratio-Oil
Reserves to Production Ratio-Coal

Obj. #

Instructional
Strategy
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Objective: Identify the current three carbon energy

Slide Presentation

Bloom
Objectiv
e Key
Word
Explain

Slide Presentation

Explain

Slide Presentation

Explain

Slide Presentation

Explain

Activity/Media
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Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 4 of________________________________________ ___________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Survey of Energy Conversion
Methods
Where are we going to get all
this Energy

Obj. #

Objective: Explain Energy Conversion

Instructional
Strategy
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Activity/Media

Discussion
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Bloom
Objectiv
e Key
Word
Identify
Explain

Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 5 of________________________________________ ___________________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
Evaluation Strategy:

Content
Survey of Energy Conversion
Methods
Where are we going to get all this
Energy
Supplying Future Demand
Associated Issues
Emerging Alternatives=RenewableFuel Cells, Solar PV, Wind and Bio
Fuels
Alternatives still in research

Obj. #

Instructional
Strategy
Interactive
facilitation
Didactic
Question
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Interactive
facilitation

Objective: Identify the Alternatives for Future Demand

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word
Identify

Discussion

Explain

Discussion

Describe

Discussion

Identify

Discussion

Identify

Discussion

Identify
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Required Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 6 of________________________________________ ______________________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
of energy
Evaluation Strategy:

Content
Energy conservation
Process Combustion

Obj. #

Instructional
Strategy
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Objective: Identify biology physics, and chemical aspects

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word
Explain
Describe
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Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 7 of________________________________________ ____________________________
Module 1: Energy Basics
incorporated into the curriculum
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Teaching Tool Requirements

Introduce the Energy Chain
Concept
Energy Chain Example
Role of Sustainable Energy

Obj. #

Instructional
Strategy

Objective: Explain how Energy Education can be

Activity/Media

Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Bloom
Objective
Key
Word

Required
Materials

Energy Chain

Summariz
e
Develop

Handout

Group Presentation

Construct

Handout
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Bio Energy Workshop for Teachers
Module 2: Bio Energy Basics
Instructional Design Document
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Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Pg. o[_________________________________________
Module 2:
Evaluation Strategy:

Obj. #

Content
What is bio-energy?
Definition of BioFuels
1)
Comparison with fossil
fuels
2)
The transfer of energy via
radiation
Types of bio-energy
Define BioFuels & Compare with
Petroleum
Energy Source for BioFuels
The Carbon-Neutral BioFuel
Cycle
Liquid Bio Energy
Solid Bio Energy
Why bio energy? Petroleum
Issues
Energy Generation - Combustion

Date

Objective: Define and Describe bio energy

Instructional
Strategy
Structured
Overview
Presentation

Activity/Media

Bloom Level
Obj.
Define
Explain

Interactive
Question
Presentation

Identify
Define

Presentation
Presentation

Describe
Diagram

Presentation
Presentation
Interactive
Question

Explain
Explain
Discuss
Explain
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Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Pg. of_________________________________________
Module 2:
Evaluation Strategy:

Obj. #

Content

Date

Objective:

Instructional
Strategy

Biomass to bio-energy

Structure
Overview

Bio-Energy Issues

Compare and
Contrast

Case for bio-energy-Pros
and Cons of bio energy

Compare and
Contrast

Activity/Media

Bloom Level
Identify and
Explain

Inquiry-Internet
research

Formulate and
compose
Formulate and
compose
Discuss

Bio-energy government
policy
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Required
Materials

Bio Energy Workshop for Teachers
Module 3: Bio Energy Production
Instructional Design Document

94

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Pg. of_________________________________________
Module 3 Bio Energy Production Section 1:
production process of

Obj. #

Date
_______________

Objective: Explain, in general terms, the
bio mass liquid-

Ethanol
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Instructional
Strategy

How is bio energy
produced?
Where does Biogas come
from?
Biogas from Landfill

Didactic
question
Didactic
question
Presentation
and Discussion
Presentation
and Discussion
Presentation
and Discussion

Bio Mass to Bio Energy
BioEthanol

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Level
Describe
Explain

Graphic

Describe

Graphic

Explain

Graphic

Describe
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Required
Materials

Workshop Design
Workshop:
Pg■

DOE Bio Energy

Date

af_______________________________

Module 3 Bio Energy Production Section 2:
production process of

Obj. #

Objective: Explain, in general terms, the
bio ethanol

Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Bio-Ethanol
Ethanol can be produced
from a variety of sources
Ethanol from Corn
Fermentation
Distillation
Processing
Combustion of Ethanol
Energy Density of Ethanol
Where is Ethanol produced
Corrosion Issues
Transportation of Ethanol

Instructional
Strategy
Structured
Overview
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Demonstration
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word

Describe
Graphic

Explain

Graphic

Discuss

Graphic

Explain

Bio Ethanol generator
demonstration

Examine
Explain

Solve Problem

Calculate

Graphic

Explain
Discuss
Describe
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Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg■ of_________________________________________ _______________________
Module 3 Bio Energy Production Section 3:
chemistry of biomass processing
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Biomass Processing for
Combustion to Heat-Solid
Biomass production
process for heating

Instructional
Strategy

Obj. #

Activity/Media

Structured
Overview
Interactive
facilitation

Objective: Explain the

Bloom
Objectiv
e Key
Word

Explain

applications
Feedstock for high heat
production
1.

sugar beet pulp

2.

crop stove

3.

corn

Interactive
facilitation

Discussion
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List
Describe

Required
Materials

Workshop Design
Workshop:
Pg■

DOE Bio Energy

Date

of______________________________________ _____________________________

Module 3 Bio Energy Production Section 4 :
feed stock used for

Obj. #

Objective: Discuss the types of
ethanol and

related issues
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

History of biogas
Where does biogas come
from?
How do we make biogas?
Methane production processanaerobic digestion process

Chemistry of bio-gas production

What is a feedstock?
Feedstock for methane
production
1.

Landfill

2.

Waste processing

Instructional
Strategy

Activity/Media

Structured
Overview
Didactic
Question

Bloom
Object!
ve Key
Word
Recite

Explain

Didactic
Question
Interactive
facilitation

lllustrat
e
Explain

Interactive
facilitation

Recite
Describ
e
Explain

Didactic
Question
Interactive
facilitation

Graphics
Field Trip to Swedish
Biogas

List
Describ
e

animal waste and
human
3.

Other types of wasterestaurant, slaughter
houses, etc

4.

Forest products
Grasses-switch grass,
miscanthus

What are some uses of
biogas?

Didactic
Question

Explain
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Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg■ of_________________________________________ ______________________________
Module 3 Bio Energy Production Section 3:
feed stock used for

Obj. #

Objective: Discuss the types of
ethanol and

related issues
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Instructional
Strategy

BioGas-Waste Products

Structured
Overview

Digestion process

Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

BioGas Production
Experiments
BioGas-Land Fill

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Level

Graphic

Describe

Demonstration

Demonstrat
e
Explain

Graphic
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Required
Materials

Lab materials

Bio Energy Workshop for Teachers
Module 4: Bio Energy for H2 Production
Instructional Design Document

100

Workshop Design
Workshop:
DOE Bio Energy
Pg. 1_of______________

Date

Module 4: Reforming Bio Gas for H2 Prod and HTEMP FC Obj. #
Objective:
terms, identify types of
energy units and explain the underlying
basic energy concepts
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Instructional
Strategy

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word

Fuel Cell Basics

Structured
Overview

Explain

Overview of Fuel

Interactive
facilitation

Describe

Didactic
Question
Interactive
facilitation

Explain

Cells
What is a Fuel Cell
Different From a

Car Battery Cut Away

Compare
and
contrast

Graphic examples

Identify

Battery?
Different Kinds of

Interactive
facilitation

Fuel Cells

PEM Chemistry

Structured
Overview

Energy Conversion: PEM
Fuel Cell

Interactive
facilitation

Formula

Calculate

Electric Potential
Developed

Interactive
facilitation

Formula

Calculate
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Define fuel cell

Required
Materials

Workshop Design
Workshop:
Pg. 1

DOE Bio Energy
of_____________

Date

Module 4: Reforming Bio Gas for H2 Prod and HTEMP FC Obj. #
Objective:
terms, identify types of
energy units and explain the underlying
basic energy concepts
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Instructional
Strategy

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key
Word
Describe

PEM Processes

Structured
Overview

PEM (Polymer

Interactive
facilitation

Graphic, hands-on FC
and membrane
demonstration

Explain

Interactive
facilitation

Graphic, hands-on

Identify
and
explain

Electrolyte
Membrane)
Parts of a Fuel Cell

PEM Design
Considerations

Design Goals:
Limited Overview
Propulsion Systems

Interactive
facilitation

Explain

Interactive
facilitation

Explain

102

Define fuel cell

Required
Materials

Workshop Design
Workshop:
Pg. 1

DOE Bio Energy
of_____________

Date

Module 4: Reforming Bio Gas for H2 Prod and HTEMP FC Obj. #
Objective:
terms, identify types of
energy units and explain the underlying
basic energy concepts
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Hydrogen PEM
Schematic of Fuel

Instructional
Strategy
Structured
Overview
Interactive
facilitation

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word
Describe

Graphic

Identify
and
Explain

Cell Operation

Cellular Structure of Fuel
Cells

Interactive
facilitation

Graphic

Explain

Stationary Power Facility:
Stacks

Interactive
facilitation

Graphic

Explain
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Define fuel cell

Required
Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop: DOE Bio Energy
Date
Pg. 2_of_________________________________________ ______________________________
Module 4: Reforming Bio Gas for H2 Production and HTEMP FC
Obj. #
Objective: Define DMFC terms, identify types of energy units and explain the underlying basic
energy concepts
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Direct Methanol

Instructional
Strategy
Structured
Overview

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word
Describe

PEM
What is a DMFC PEM
Advantages of DMFC

How does a DMFC differ
from a LTEMP PEM
Challenges for PEM

Didactic
Question
Interactive
facilitation
Didactic
Question

Demonstration

Explain
Compare
Explain

Interactive
facilitation

Identify

Fuel Cells

104

Required Materials

Workshop Design

Workshop:
DOE Bio Energy
Pg. 2_gl_____________

Date

Module 4: Reforming Bio Gas for H2 Prod and HTEMP FC Obj. #
Production terms, identify types
of energy units and explain the underlying

Objective:

Define H2

basic energy concepts
Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Instructional
Strategy

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word

H2 Production

Structured
Overview

Describe

Hydrogen Safety

Interactive
facilitation
Interactive
facilitation

Explain

Hydrogen Production

Graphic

Explain

and Delivery

Bio-Hydrogen Production

Interactive
facilitation

Graphic

Describe

Hydrogen Storage

Interactive
facilitation

Graphic

Describe

105

Duratio
n

Required
Materials

H2 Safety Video

Bio Energy Workshop for Teachers
Module 5: Green Careers
Instructional Design Document

106

Workshop Design
Workshop:
DOE Bio Energy
Pg. 1_of_________________________________________

I.

Module 5: Energy Economy in Michigan

Obj. #

Date

_____________

Objective:

Define

fuel cell terms, identify types of energy units and explain the underlying basic
energy concepts

Evaluation Strategy:

Content

Instructional
Strategy

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word

Bio Energy Careers

Structured
Overview

Describe

What types of bio

Didactic
Question

Describe

Didactic
Question

Explain

energy jobs are
available?
a.

Professional

b.

Technical

c.

Entry level

What are the Core
Skills and knowledge
required for green
energy jobs?
a.

Professional

b.

Technical

c.

Entry level

107

Required Materials

Workshop Design
Workshop:
Pg. 1

DOE Bio Energy
Date
of________________________________________ _____________________________

Module

II.

5:

Energy Economy in Michigan

Obj. #

Objective:

Define

fuel cell terms, identify types of energy units and explain the underlying basic
energy concepts

Evaluation Strategy:

Content
Bio Energy Companies
in Michigan
1.

Instructional
Strategy
Structured
Overview

Activity/Media

Bloom
Objective
Key Word
Describe

Michigan Center
of Energy
Excellence
a.

Swedish

Bio-gas
b.

Mascoma

c.

Ethanol
Production
-Adrian

2. Companies using
Bio Energy Power and

Structured
Overview

Describe

Heat
a.

Webberville-Use
of biomass for
heat

b.

Waste
Management
Landfill-Macomb

108

Required Materials

6.
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